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Abstract 
 

Recently, imaging with plasmonic nanostructure has been intensively studied, 

because electromagnetic field enhancement with multi-dimensional confinement may 

solve problems that the microscopic imaging society are now encountering. Actually, using 

its superior optical characteristics, plasmonics has brought significant advances in tip-based 

near-field optics. However, the linkage between far-field imaging and plasmonics has not 

been studied to a sufficient extent. Between diffraction limit, which limits the smallest 

lateral and axial resolution to ~200 nm and ~500 nm, and plasmonic localization, with 

which sub-100nm localized field can be achieved with simple nanostructures, there is a gap 

in terms of size. Translating small volume of plasmonic localization to the final super-

resolved image usually requires post- processing to reduce the diffraction effect which arise 

while far-field image acquisition. Therefore, localized near-field distribution may be 

needed to extract better resolved images as a priori.  

In the dissertation, we investigate advanced imaging techniques based on 

propagating surface plasmon (PSP) and localized surface plasmon (LSP) with various 

applications. In Chapter 2, we describe three-dimensional focal contact imaging of live cell 

and spatial light switching (SLS) technique as examples of surface plasmon microscopy 

(SPM) applications. Surface plasmon microscopy (SPM) obtains images from mismatched 

momentum of PSP produced locally by inhomogeneity in refractive index distribution near 

metal surface. As an advantage, SPM enable quantitative data analysis as a laterally 

extended technique of well-kwon surface plasmon resonance sensor. However, PSP usually 

produces poorly resolved images with blurred-edge due to surface plasmon (SP) 

propagation. SLS technique shows an extremely simple method of enhancing SPM 

resolution  

In Chapter 2.3, we study surface plasmon microscopy (SPM) for label-free 

quantification of cell-to-substrate separation and finally three-dimensional membrane 

imaging. We have established a depth extraction model in which we compare a layered cell 
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substrate model with resonance characteristics obtained by SPM. We have applied the 

model to human aortic endothelial cell (HAEC) culture and determined the separation 

distance to be 40–60 nm. The results can serve as the basis for more extensive cell-to-

surface studies in a massive and automated way. 

In Chapter 2.4, we describe spatially light switched surface plasmon microscopy 

(SLS-SPM) based on two-channel momentum sampling. The performance evaluated with 

periodic nanowires in comparison with conventional SPM and bright-field microscopy 

shows that the resolution of SLS-SPM is enhanced by almost 15 times over conventional 

SPM. SLS-SPM provides an extremely simple way to attain diffraction limit in SPM and 

to go beyond for super-resolution in label-free microscopy techniques. 

In Chapter 3, we describe LSP based imaging as a bridging technology between far-

field super-resoltuion imaging and plasmonic localization produced by fabricated 

nanostuctures. The feasibility of connecting two fields, i.e. super-resolution imaging in far-

field and nanoplasmonics, is firstly discussed using theoretical approach. Nanoisalnds were 

employed as an optical excitation field induced by LSP, and applied to live cell imaging 

with imaging reconstruction. Furthermore, the modulation of localized field on nanoislands 

was studied to increase coverage ratio by adopting SLS technique.  

In Chapter 3.2, we have investigated theoretical approach to localization-based 

microscopy with full-field super-resolution. For localized sampling, we have considered 

combs consisting of unit pulses and near-fields localized by surface nanoapertures. 

Achievable images after reconstruction were assessed in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio 

(PSNR). It was found that spatial switching of individual pulses may be needed to break 

the diffraction limit. Among the parameters, the resolution was largely determined by 

sampling period while the effect of width of a sampling pulse on PSNR was relatively 

limited. For the range of sampling parameters that we considered, the highest resolution 

achievable is estimated to be 70 nm, which can further be enhanced by optimizing the 

localization parameters. 

In Chapter 3.3, the feasibility of super-resolution microscopy has been investigated 
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based on random localization of surface plasmon using blocked random nanodot arrays. 

The resolution is mainly determined by the size of localized fields in the range of 100-150 

nm. The concept was validated by imaging FITC-conjugated phalloidin that binds to 

cellular actin filaments. The experimental results confirm improved resolution in 

reconstructed images. Effect of far-field registration on image reconstruction was also 

analyzed. Correlation between reconstructed images was maintained to be above 81% after 

registration.  

In Chapter 3.4, the near-field characteristics of random nanoislands produced by 

spatial light switching are investigated, with light incidence switching among 14 incident 

channel modes. The results show that localized light fields are displaced from nanoislands 

almost linearly with the incident angle of channels. Also, light fields rotate in a manner 

aligned to the direction of light incidence. Ten-channel spatial switching is found to provide 

coverage of near-fields on the surface close to 90%. The numerical data are experimentally 

validated using fluorescent imaging and near-field scanning optical microscopy. The 

results suggest the possibility of using random nanoislands for high performance imaging 

such as superresolution microscopy and molecular detection techniques. 

 

 

Keywords: plasmonics, surface plasmon, surface plasmon microscopy, label-free imaging, 

super-resolution microscopy, fluorescence microscopy, localized surface plasmon, 

nanostructures, nanoisland, plasmonic localization, spatial light switching 
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1. General introduction 
 

Various plasmonic imaging and sensing techniques has been proposed and 

developed for a few decades supported by progress in nanofabrication [1]. Especially in 

bio-optical applications, plasmonics is not only preferred due to its compatibility to 

conventional optical setup, but also optical confinement in subwavelength dimension 

[2,3,4,5]. Especially, in the field of microscopy, there is a principal limit of resolution called 

“diffraction limit.” According to the diffraction limit, the smallest lateral and axial 

resolution is ~200 nm and ~500 nm when an oil-immersion high numerical aperture 

objective lens is used [6]. However, plasmonic field localization can produces excitation 

fields much smaller than the diffraction limit by the coupling between nanostructure and 

incident light [7,8,9,10]. Benefiting from the plasmon coupling, many multidisciplinary 

studies between plasmonics and microscopic/nanoscopic imaging have been conducted 

[11,12,13].  

Plasmonic localization can be roughly divided into two types depending on the 

structural dimension where waves are confined: propagating surface plasmon (PSP, or 

Surface plasmon polariton, SPP) and localized surface plasmon (LSP) [14]. As presented 

in Figure 1.1.1, PSP is one-dimensionally (z axis in Figure 1.1.1) confined longitudinal 

electron oscillation at metal-dielectric interface and propagates along a direction (x axis in 

Figure 1.1.1) in the other two dimensions. PSP propagates 10 – 100 μm along lateral 

direction depending on material and wavelength, and decays exponentially along axial 

direction with ~200 nm decay length [15,16,17].  

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sensor on planar metal is one of the most 

popular applications of PSP, which provides capability of detecting refractive index change 

with in the evanescent field. The index changes at metal surface leads to shift in resonance 

condition, which can be measured by angle, phase and wavelength-based SPR sensors 

[18,19]. Recently, SPR sensors has been extended its concept by employing imaging 

detectors to capture the scattering of PSP induced by inhomogeneity in refractive index 
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distribution near metal surface. In Chapter 2, we will discuss three-dimensional focal 

contact imaging of live cells [20] and spatial light switching (SLS) technique [21] as 

examples of surface plasmon microscopy (SPM) applications.  

 On the other hand, LSP is confined electron oscillation at metal nanoparticle or 

nanostructure that similar or smaller than wavelength LSP also shows resonance behavior 

with respect to wavelength, which is called LSP resonance (LSPR) [22,23]. Especially, 

LSP produces strongly localized field with enhanced electric-field intensity around the 

nanoparticle or nanostructure, and the size of localized field can be designed to be smaller 

than diffraction limit [24,25]. Note that PSP and LSP can coexist at the same nanostructure 

and both can support SP resonance modes [10,26].  

Many researches have attempted to apply localized near-field induced by 

nanostructures as excitation sources for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 

[27,28,29], plasmon-enhanced fluorescence [26,30,31,32], and super-resolution imaging 

[13, 33]. Although plasmonic enhancement has shown great results in tip-based near-field 

imaging techniques [11,34,35], there are still many chances of development in far-field 

super-resolution imaging by combining image processing and superior plasmonic 

localization property. In Chapter 3, we will investigate (1) feasibility of super-resolution 

imaging based on sampling with plasmonic localization [36], (2) live cell fluorescence 

imaging with patterned nanoisland and image reconstruction [37], and (3) near-field 

modulation on gold nanoisland based on spatial light switching [38]. 
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1.1 Propagating surface plasmon 

 

An interface of semi-infinite metal and dielectric is a good example to explain PSP. 

Permittivity of metal can be represented as complex notation εm= ε'm+ iε''m, where ' and '' 

denote real and imaginary parts of εm, respectively. In order to induce surface plasmon (SP), 

the permittivity of metal and dielectric should satisfy following conditions: (1) ε'm is 

negative (ε'm < 0 ), and (2) the magnitude of real part of metal permittivity is larger than 

that of dielectric permittivity  (|ε'm| <εd).  

The dispersion relation between wave angular frequency (ω) and wave vector (k) 

can be derived using Maxwell’s equations and continuity relations. Transverse magnetic 

(TM) polarized waves are described as below,   

𝑧 > 0, 𝐻 = 0, 𝐻 , 0 exp [𝑖(𝑘 𝑥 + 𝑘 𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)]  

                      𝐸 = (𝐸 , 0, 𝐸 ) exp[𝑖(𝑘 𝑥 + 𝑘 𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] 

𝑧 > 0, 𝐻 = 0, 𝐻 , 0 exp[𝑖(𝑘 𝑥 + 𝑘 𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)] 

                      𝐸 = (𝐸 , 0, 𝐸 ) exp[𝑖(𝑘 𝑥 + 𝑘 𝑧 − 𝜔𝑡)]. 

(1) 

where dielectric and metal exist at z > 0 and z < 0. Subscripted d and m indicate dielectric 

and metal, respectively.  

By the Ampère's circuital law, 

𝛻ⅹ𝐻 = 𝜀
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑡
  

                               𝑘 = 𝜔𝜀 𝐸 .        𝑖 = 𝑚 𝑜𝑟 𝑑 

(2) 

At metal-dielectric interface, z = 0, the following continuity relations should be 

satisfied. 

𝐸 = 𝐸 ,   𝐻 = 𝐻  (3) 

From Eq. (2) and (3), we can obtain 

𝑘

𝜀
=

𝑘

𝜀
. (4) 

For any electromagnetic waves,  
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𝑘 + 𝑘 = 𝜀
𝜔

𝑐
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒  𝑘 = 𝑘 . (5) 

where c denotes the speed of light in the free space. 

Finally, we can obtain the dispersion relation for SP wave vector from Eq. (4) and 

(5). 

𝑘 =
𝜔

𝑐

𝜀 𝜀

𝜀 + 𝜀
 (6) 

Assuming that the magnitude of of ε'm is much larger than that of ε''m (|ε'm| >> ε''m), 

which is true for most of metal, we can obtain a complex wave vector notation kx=kx'+kx'',  

𝑘 ′ =
𝜔

𝑐

𝜀 ′𝜀

𝜀 ′ + 𝜀
 

𝑘 =
𝜔

𝑐

𝜀 ′𝜀

𝜀 ′ + 𝜀

𝜀

2(𝜀 )
. 

(7) 

kx'' implicates exponential decrease of PSP induced by electron ohmic losses, in which light 

energy is finally dissipated by heat. The propagation length of SP can be defined as 1/e 

decay constant, 

𝐿 = 1/2𝑘 ′′. (8) 

It is known that the propagation lengths are Lsp = ~10 μm for gold and Lsp = ~60 μm for 

silver at λ=633 nm, respectively [39].  

Due to aforementioned two conditions for SP, and also for bounded waveguide 

mode, kzi should be imaginary. Therefore, the amplitude SP field has the maximum value 

at the interface of metal and dielectric and decays exponentially along z direction, exp(-

|kzi||z|), and from Eq. (5) and (6),  

𝑘 = +𝑖
𝜔

𝑐

𝜀′

𝜀 ′ + 𝜀
 (9) 
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𝑘 = −𝑖
𝜔

𝑐

𝜀

𝜀 ′ + 𝜀
. 

 In the same manner, the skin depth of SP, δsp can be defined as 1/e decay constant, 

𝛿 , =
𝑐

𝜔

𝜀 ′ + 𝜀

𝜀′
 

𝛿 , =
𝑐

𝜔

𝜀 ′ + 𝜀

𝜀
. 

(10) 

It is known that the skin depths are δsp,m = 24 nm and δsp,d = 390 nm for gold and δsp,m = 31 

nm and δsp,d = 280 nm for silver at λ = 600 nm, respectively [40]. Figure 1.1.1(b) shows the 

typical amplitude profile of electric field near the interface between metal and dielectric.  

 

 

Figure 1.1.1 (a) Schematic illustration of PSP at s semi-infinite metal-dielectric interface. 

(b) Amplitude profile of electric field 
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1.2 Surface plasmon resonance sensor 

 

Benefiting from its resonance behavior, SP has been applied in many sensor 

applications. One of the simplest ways of coupling light to PSP is the attenuated total 

reflection (ATR) method, also called Kretschmann-Raether configuration [41]. For this 

configuration, thin metal coated prism to match a wavevector of obliquely incident light to 

that of SP wavevector kx. 

𝑘 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑘 ′ (11) 

where θin is to the angle of light incidence.  

The resonance condition of SPR sensor is characterized by a reflected light 

intensity curve with respect to angle of light incidence. Figure 1.2.1 shows a typical 

monochromatic surface plasmon resonance sensor based on angular modulation. The 

resonance condition is satisfied at the angle with minimum reflectivity of SPR curve, i.e. 

reflectivity curve at the inset of Figure 1.2.1. Refractive index changes at metal surface 

leads to the change in SP wavevector of Eq. (6), and then the SPR curve is shifted, which 

presented as a dashed line in Figure 1.2.1. Refractive index can be changed by attachment 

and detachment of molecules, or by change in the components of buffer solution. We 

mentioned only ATR based SPR sensor with angle modulation, but there are other 

variations of SPR sensors. SPR sensors can be also excited by waveguide and grating 

couplers, and phase and wavelength can be used as sensing signals [19]. 
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Figure 1.2.1 Schematic illustration of SPR sensor based on angular modulation. Inset: 

reflected light intensity with respect to angle of light incidence. A dashed line indicated the 

shifted SPR curve induced by refractive index change at metal surface.  
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1.3 Localized surface plasmon 

 

PSP on planar metal localizes electromagnetic field in one dimension, which is 

perpendicular to metal surface. However, LSP is two- or three-dimensional localized 

electron oscillation, and therefore it can induce stronger localization along lateral 

dimension. Figure 1.3.1(a) shows a conceptual illustration of LSP induced by external 

electromagnetic field.  

Contrary to the clear derivation of equations regarding PSP, the derivation of 

equations regarding LSP often does not be simple because the exact solution can be 

obtained only for spherical particles and geometries with cylindrical symmetry using Mie’s 

theory [42]. Therefore, LSP related calculation, i.e. scattering of nanoparticles of arbitrary 

shapes, usually rely on various numerical simulation techniques, such as finite-difference 

time-domain (FDTD) method, finite element method (FEM) and discrete-dipole 

approximation (DDA) [43].  

In this chapter, we consider an isolated spherical nanoparticle irradiated by z-

polarized plane wave for a brief introduction of LSP. Note that we will share only the 

results skipping long derivation procedures. For one´s information, the electric field inside 

and outside of a nanoparticle can be derived under quasi-static approximation, in which 

Helmholtz differential equitation can be simplified to Laplacian equitation and then solved 

by employing the method of separation of variables [44]. 

𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =
3𝜀

2𝜀 + 𝜀
𝐸 𝐳 

𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝐸 𝒛 −
𝜀 − 𝜀

𝜀 + 2𝜀
𝑎 𝐸 [

𝒛

𝑟
−

3𝑧

𝑟
(𝑥𝒙 + 𝑦𝒚 + 𝑧𝒛)] 

(12) 

where εm and εd are the permittivity of metal and dielectric surrounding a metal nanoparticle. 

 From Eq. (12), it is implicated that electric field intensity can have the resonance 

if the denominator term goes to or near zero. It is well-known that optical constants of metal 

highly depend wavelength, and plasmonic nanoparticles, such as silver and gold, can have 

resonance peak in visible and near-infrared wavelength regime [22]. Figure 1.3.1(b) shows 
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an example of near-field distribution of a 55-nm gold nanoparticle under illumination of 

520-nm plane wave, which is the resonance wavelength. It is observed that strong localized 

field of dipolar pattern has the enhancement factor of 15. 

The wavelength-dependent resonance, called LSPR, has also been used in bio-

chemical sensing and spectroscopy as like PSP based techniques. The index changes (Δεd) 

in surrounding dielectric medium produces the peak shift of LSPR, although the optical 

constant of dielectric material may not depend on wavelength. PSP based techniques 

usually shows better sensitivity, but LSP can provides much better electromagnetic field 

localization in terms of volume.  

The importance of studying LSP induced field localization can be reinforced when 

nanostructure is not simple as the sphere we discussed. When nanoparticles are located 

close enough to interact each other, the nanogaps produce the localization effect of 

electromagnetic field due to the coupling of plasmonic nanostructures [45]. Interestingly, 

the coupling efficiency, i.e. field enhancement, can be highly dependent on incident 

wavelength and polarization as well as geometrical characteristics of nanostructures 

[46,47,48].  

 

 

Figure 1.3.1 (a) Schematic illustration of LSP near metal nanoparticles. (b) Normalized 

electric-field intensity distribution of a 55-nm gold nanoparticle under illumination of 520-

nm plane wave. 
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1.4 Resolution in optical microscopy 

 

The performance of all imaging method based on optics is limited by the 

diffraction limit, which is the physical factor elucidates as the term of numerical aperture. 

One can start the explanation of optical microscopy resolution by the derivation of airy 

pattern formation using 4f imaging system. Note that many of idea and expressions were 

brought from ref [49,50].  

 

 

Figure 1.4.1 Schematic illustration of optical microscope with an objective lens, a tube 

lens and a circular aperture at Fourier plane between two lenses. 

 

 As shown in Figure 1.4.1, we suppose a simplified 4f optical microscope with an 

objective lens, a tube lens and a circular aperture at Fourier plane between two lenses. We 

assumed monochromatic (wavelength = λ) point illumination, gin, at the object plane (x,y), 

which can be expressed as delta functions, 

𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝛿(𝑥)𝛿(𝑦). (13) 

It is well-known that the Fourier transform relation between two focal planes of a lens is 

satisfied under Fraunhofer diffraction approximation,  

𝑧 ≫ , (14) 
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where k is a free space wavevector of light. The amplitude transmittance of circular aperture 

with radius R is located at the back focal plane of objective lens (focal length = fOBJ) and 

also Fourier plane (x'',y''), which can be expressed as, 

𝑡 (𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 = 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 . (15) 

Therefore, the wave G just after the circular aperture become the multiplication of Fourier 

transform of delta function, which is 1, and ta.  

𝐺(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) =  {𝛿(𝑥)𝛿(𝑦)}|
,

× 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐  

= 1 × 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐 = 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐   

(16) 

Again, the propagating wave through the tube lens (focal length = fTL) can be regarded as 

the Fourier transform and the wave g is now obtained at the image plane (x’,y’) as, 

𝑔(𝑥 , 𝑦 ) = 𝑗𝑖𝑛𝑐 −2 , −2 ≡ 2 . (17) 

However, the resolution of optical microscopy usually discussed at the object plane, so the 

coordinate of wave distribution is transformed to the object plane using the definition of 

lateral magnification M as below, 

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) = 2 = 2
  

  
  

where 𝑟 = 𝑟 × 𝑀 = 𝑟 ×   and 𝑁𝐴 ≡ . 

(18) 

where the expression of wave is simplified using the definition of numerical aperture NA 

of objective lens. Finally, the equation of airy pattern is derived at object plane, and the 

point scattering function of imaging system can be determined by the field intensity I. The 

diffraction limit dx,y is conventionally defined by the distance from the center to the first 

zero crossing of airy pattern as below, 
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𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 2
  

  
  

𝑑 , =
.

. 

(19) 

Figure 1.4.2. shows intensity profile of airy pattern obtained by a single point source an 

objective lens. For example, we can obtain dx,y = 386 nm diffraction limit with He-Ne laser 

(λ = 633nm) and objective lens (NA = 1.0) 

The resolution of optical microscopy can be defined airy patterns induced by two-

point sources, but depending on spatial coherency of light, the definition of resolution can 

be intricate. Imaging with incoherent light source such as a white light lamp and laser 

source with a diffuser provides clear result as show in Figure 1.4.2 (b). Spatial incoherence 

between two sources indicates there is no phase term between two waves, i.e. superposition 

of intensity from each source is same as the result. When two sources are displaced as much 

as diffraction limit dx,y, the distance is called the Rayleigh criterion, which is defined by 

Lord Rayleigh [51]. However, in regard to coherent imaging based on laser sources, two 

waves are correlated each other, and therefore the phase difference Δφ between two sources 

should be considered as,  

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 2
  

/

  
/ + 𝑒  2

  
/

  
/   (20) 

where the two sources are displaced d. As show in Figure 1.4.2 (c-f) the phase difference 

Δφ significantly affect to intensity profile from two-point sources, which makes definition 

of two-point resolution in coherent imaging difficult. Therefore, the resolution of coherent 

imaging has usually been determined by practical measurements of sample targets 

[52,53,54]. 

Axial resolution Δz of optical microscopy can be derived with much complicated 

procedure, so in this dissertation, we only share the result from ref [ 55 ]. Intensity 

distribution along the optical axis (x, y = 0) at the focal plane can be expressed as, 
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𝐼(0,0, 𝑧) = 2 − 2 cos 𝑢 𝐼   

=
 /

/
𝐼   

where ≡ . 

(21) 

As the definition of diffraction limit in lateral in Eq. (19), we can define axial diffraction 

limit by the distance from the focal plane to the first zero crossing plane,  

= = ±𝜋. 

𝑑 = =    

(22) 

where the equation is simplified using the definition of numerical aperture as in Eq. (18). 

As an example, we can obtain dz = 1266 nm axial diffraction limit with He-Ne laser (λ = 

633nm) and objective lens (NA = 1.0). Eq. (22) shows the reason why the axial resolution 

of optical microscopy is usually worse than the lateral resolution. The ratio the lateral 

resolution to axial resolution is ~ 4/NA, which implicates the axial resolution is 2.6 times 

to 40 times worse compared to the lateral resolution considering that the numerical aperture 

of optical microscopy is usually 0.1-1.5.  
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Figure 1.4.2 (a) Intensity profile of airy pattern obtained by a single point source and an 

objective lens. (b) Intensity profile of two airy patterns and their intensity sum (purple dot 

line) obtained by two incoherent point sources. (c-f) Intensity profile of two airy patterns 

and their intensity sum (purple dot line) obtained by two coherent point sources. The phase 

difference Δφ is (c) 0, (d) π/4, (e) π/2, and (f) π, respectively.  
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1.5 Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy and its relation with 

plasmonics 

 

In order to overcome the resolution limit defined by diffraction limit, diverse 

super-resolution fluorescence microscopy techniques have been developed based on 

photochemical characteristics of fluorophores. The principles and comparison of different 

super-resolution fluorescence microscopy have been well reviewed elsewhere [56,57,58]. 

Two representative super-resolution fluorescence microscopies, PALM [59] and STED [60] 

which were awarded as Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2014, precisely localize many 

photoswitchable probes at the expense of frame rate, or reduce the effective illumination 

spot by quenching the periphery fluorophores, respectively [61]. Although they enabled 

sub-50 nm resolution imaging, it is hard to apply them to dynamic live cell imaging due to 

slow image acquisition [62,63]. Practically, both imaging methods provide the frame rate 

less than 1 frame per second, which may not follow the speed of sub-organelle movements, 

such as mitochondria and vesicles.  

However, SIM, another well-known super-resolution microscopy, achieve the 

high resolution based on multiple frames with difference illuminations, in which the wider 

Fourier space information is obtained [64]. Especially, the relatively faster frame rate of 

SIM than PALM and STED microscopy enable it to apply in live cell imaging [62]. Also, 

SIM can be used for 3D imaging due to its optical sectioning capability [65].  

Meanwhile, TIRF microscopy produces the image with diffraction-limited 

resolution in the lateral dimension, but it can achieve the superior axial resolution (30-100 

nm) due to the evanescent field induced on the substrate surface [66]. TIRF microscopy 

has been used for many biological studies because it can visualize the cell surface with 

higher image contrast.  

How can plasmonic localization be applied to super-resolution microscopy? 

Microscopy techniques based on plasmonic localization usually have not been used by 

themselves, but needed the combination with aforementioned super-resolution microscopy. 
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Photoswitchable dyes, which is used in PALM, have been employed for the study 

visualizing the plasmonic coupling induced image distortion because it is optimized for 

single molecule imaging [12,67]. The concept of SIM, enhancing resolution from multiple 

frames with different illumination, has been employed for further enhancement of 

resolution from difference plasmonic field distributions [68,69]. Also, TIRF microscopy 

has been used as a good platform for plasmonic applications due to its incident angle 

switching [70,71,72]. In summary, the study of plasmonics has a possibility of broadening 

the capability of super-resolution microscopy techniques with close collaboration. On the 

contrary, super-resolution fluorescence microscopy can be used for investigating the 

fluorescence image formation on plasmonic nanostructures. It is expected that the 

synergistic research between plasmonics and super-resolution fluorescence microscopy 

accelerates the development of each field for better performance and widens the perspective 

toward new fields.  
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2. Propagating surface plasmon based imaging. 
 

2.1 Introduction to surface plasmon microscopy 

 

With extreme advancement of label-free detection technology, label-free 

acquisition of images has long been desired in biomedical science because of the capability 

of providing visual information on native states of cellular and molecular events without 

label interference [73]. Since the birth of microscopy in late 16th century, numerous label-

free microscopy techniques have been developed, such as phase contrast microscopy, 

differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy, and more recently SPM. Despite many 

new features that would have been deemed as impossible at the early time of microscopy, 

there are still many limitations which prevent label-free imaging techniques from being 

more widely used. For example, in addition to the perennial difficulty of visualizing 

function over anatomical structure, it is often quite laborious to spatially localize an event 

in 3D with good precision.  

Especially, SPM relies on the momentum-matching condition changes depending 

on the surface states, including the depth change within the penetration depth of an 

evanescent wave: as a result, SPR has been used very successfully as a basis of label free 

biomolecular sensors in various formats [74,75,76]. In an image, the resonance shift as a 

result of a change in surface states is translated as the variation in reflectivity, i.e., off-

resonance appears as an increase of reflectivity [77,78,79]. While such a reflectivity 

changes due to the resonance shift was heavily used for high-throughput analyte detection 

as imaging SPR [80,81,82], SPM itself has been applied to investigating cell–surface 

                                                                                                                    
. Note that Chapter 2 is reprinted and reproduced from Ref [20] T. Son, J. Seo, I.-H. Choi, and D. 

Kim, Optics Communications 422, 64-68 (2018), © (2018) Elsevier and Ref [21] T. Son, C. Lee, J. 
Seo, I.-H. Choi, and D. Kim, Optics Letters 43, 959-962 (2018), © (2018) Optical Society of 
America. 
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interactions [83,84], cell adhesion [85,86,87], and intracellular organelles [88], and also 

used to measure membrane protein kinetics and signal transduction [89,90], and to quantify 

refractive index changes [91] as well as cell–electrode gap [20,92]. 

 

 

2.2 Optical setup of surface plasmon microscopy 

 

An inverted microscope equipped with high numerical aperture total internal 

reflection fluorescence (TIRF) objective lens (NA = 1.49, oil immersion, UAPON 

100XOTRIF, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was used for the SPM set-up A 20 mW He-Ne laser 

(05-LHP-991, Melles Griot, Carlsbad, CA, USA) was used as light source, which is 

attenuated by a ND filter (FW2AND, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) and p-polarized at the 

sample stage. A spatial filter was with a 20x objective, a 200 mm plan-convex lens, and a 

10-μm sized pinhole was used. For comparison, TIRF microscopy (TIRFM) images were 

also acquired using a 488-nm wavelength diode laser (Obis 488 LS, Santa Clara, CA, USA, 

not shown in Figure 2.2.1). The two light sources were combined into a common path by a 

flip mirror. As shown in Figure 2.2.1, an achromatic lens (L1) was employed to focus light 

in the back-focal plane while the position of the lens is precisely controlled by a linear 

motor stage (M-UTM150PP.1, Newport, Irvine, CA, USA) along the direction 

perpendicular to the optical axis. Because both mirror 2 (M2) and the achromatic lens (L1) 

were located on the same stage, translation of the stage causes the focal spot to be shifted 

in the back-focal plane along the stage. A pellicle beam splitter (CM1-BP145B1, Thorlabs, 

Newton, NJ, USA) was inserted in order to reduce interference and ghosting noise. The 

coherent waves reflected and scattered by the substrate and the targets pass through the 

beam splitter and tube lens and finally collected by an s-CMOS camera (Zyla 4.2, Andor 

Technology, Belfast, UK).  
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Figure 2.2.1 Optical setup for surface plasmon microscopy (FL focusing lens with f = 200 

mm, M1 and M2: mirrors, NDF: neutral density filter, SF: spatial filter, P: polarizer, and 

TL: tube lens) 
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2.3 Three-dimensional focal contact imaging using surface 

plasmon microscopy 

 

In Chapter 2.3, we focus on axial properties of SPM so that an image may be located 

more precisely along the depth axis. For this goal, we have taken a comparative approach 

by which we juxtapose an SPM image with model resonance characteristics to determine 

the axial position and separation distance of cell membrane in in vitro cell cultures. While 

such a study was performed by fluorescence interferometry [93], interference reflection 

microscopy [94,95], and TIRF microscopy [96], SPM can provide much improved depth 

resolution without label interference. In addition, the results may lead to the possibility of 

extracting axial information massively for better understanding of cell adhesion dynamics 

and cell-to-surface interactions. The precision of this approach may depend on the validity 

of a resonance model and has been assessed by considering potential deviations in the 

model. 

 

 

2.3.1 Method and material 

 

2.3.1.1 Depth extraction model 

The model for depth extraction is illustrated in Figure 2.3.1(a). The model assumes 

a 7.5-nm thick layer (𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 7.5 nm) of cell membrane (𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 1.50 ± 0.04) between 

cytosol (𝑛 = 1.36) and buffer ambiance (𝑛 = 1.33) [97,98]. The membrane was apart from 

glass substrate of BK7 (𝑛 = 1.515) by a distance 𝑑, which has been often called separation 

distance in cell-to-substrate contacts. In effect, the model assumes that the axial distribution 

of cellular organelles such as cell membrane affects the resonance characteristics 

dominantly. This can be a valid assumption because SPM images a structure only within 

the penetration depth of an evanescent field. Incident light of free space wavelength 𝜆 = 
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632.8 nm is assumed to remain p-polarized for SPM. Reflectivity was calculated using 

Fresnel coefficients. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3.1 Illustration of the depth extraction model in SPM. 

 

 

2.3.1.2 Sample preparation 

Experimental samples to evaluate the depth extraction model for SPM were 

prepared by depositing a 2-nm chromium adhesion layer and a 50-nm gold layer 

successively on a BK7 glass substrate (No. 1, 18 × 18 mm2, Duran Group, Wertheim/Main, 

Germany) using electron beam and thermal evaporator, respectively. The substrate 

coverslips were first cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol using a sonicator for 5 min 

each and then rinsed with distilled water 

 

 

2.3.1.3 Cell culture 

For experimental confirmation, primary human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs) 

were cultured on the sample substrates. HAECs were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, 

VA, USA) and cultured in vascular cell basal medium supplemented with endothelial cell 

growth kit at 37 ◦C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. HAECs were cultured on the gold 

BK7 

Au ( 50 nm )
Buffer ( d nm)
Cell membrane ( 7.5 nm ) 

Intracellular fluid

Cr (  2 nm )

θ
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film at 1 × 104 cells per dish and stained with 1 μM of CellTrace™ CFSE (Life 

Technologies, Eugene, OR, USA.) for 20 min at 37 ◦C for fluorescence imaging. 

 

 

2.3.2 Results and discussion 

 

Figure 2.3.2 shows the images of target cells acquired by TIRFM and SPM at 

different angles of incidence. Compared to TIRFM with fluorescent labels, SPM suffers 

clearly from much worse resolution due to SP propagation. Note that even within a single 

cell, each spatial point may undergo different resonance characteristics thereby different 

reflectivity. For example, the red and the blue square in Figure 2.3.2(a) represent an area 

of 26 μm × 26 μm, marking a different region in a cell. The squares show that the 

reflectivity changes to a different degree, i.e., cell center in a red square undergoes a 

minimum reflectivity around 𝜃𝑠𝑝𝑟 = 74o while cell boundary in a blue circle reaches a 

minimum in reflectivity around 𝜃𝑠𝑝𝑟 = 71o. Resonance characteristics experimentally 

observed in the cell center and the boundary are presented in Figure 2.3.2(b), which is 

compared with theoretical results. While the data are overall in good agreement, 

experimental resonance characteristics are broader likely as a consequence of inter-pixel 

averaging. In an ideal situation with a completely uniform distribution of target and 

environment, the averaging does not incur broadening in the SPR characteristics. External 

factors that include aberration in optics and non-planar beam propagation and internal 

variations such as intracellular distribution of molecules and membrane may cause the 

characteristics to broaden. With diffraction limited optics, the broadening would be 

dominantly associated with internal variation of molecular and membrane distribution. In 

this sense, the averaging length may effectively define the lateral spatial resolution. In other 

words, image resolution can be easily improved in the lateral plane by reducing the 

averaging length. Note also that the non-uniformity in the measured resonance 

characteristics may be caused by many factors, most notably the distribution of intracellular 
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molecular distribution. If we disregard the non-uniformity, an equally important factor is 

the axial location of molecules and/or cellular organelles, the distribution of which can be 

determined by the depth extraction model. 

 

 

Figure 2.3.2 Images of HAECs by (a) TIRF and SPM: 𝜃𝑠𝑝𝑟 = 66.6o, 68.7o, 71.3o, and 75.3o. 

Scale bar: 20 μm. (b) Measured and calculated resonance characteristics with an angle of 

incidence for the center cytosol (red) and perimeter (blue). Symbols of filled square (■) 

and open circle (○) represent intensity averaged over a square area (26 μm ×26 μm). 

 

 

From the depth extraction model presented in Figure 2.3.1, resonance 

characteristics were calculated with respect to the separation distance between cell 

membrane and surface of a substrate. The relation of the axial separation distance of cell 
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membrane to the resonance angle 𝜃𝑠𝑝𝑟 was obtained after the data from the depth extraction 

model were fitted to a rational function based on the Nelder model [99], as presented in 

Figure 2.3.3. The relation is applied to the topological SPM image shown in Figure 2.3.4 

and translated as the axial position of cell membrane as demonstrated in a color map of 

Figure 2.3.4(b) and in a 3D map of Figure 2.3.4(d). It is shown that cell membrane is close 

to the substrate, thus with improved adhesion, with a large resonance angle. Note that the 

relation of the resonance angle vs. the axial separation distance of cell membrane is not 

linear. For more details, the profiles of resonance angles and separation distances are 

presented in Figure 2.3.4(d). The results presented by Fig 2.3.4(c) marked in a gray region 

suggest that cell membrane make a contact to the substrate with a buffer distance 𝑑 = 40–

60 nm. While one may presume that the distance should be in the range of 10 nm or less 

for a good contact, the distance in fact is known to vary depending on the cell states and 

the types of cell contacts such as focal and close contacts with a separation typically larger 

than 30 nm [100]. The results demonstrated in Figure 2.3.4 in this sense are overall in good 

agreement with experimental reports [85,101,102,103]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3.3 Extraction of cell-to-substrate separation distance from the measured 

resonance angle. The extracted data were fitted to and interpolated with a rational function 

in the Nelder model (correlation coefficient R2 = 0.9983). 
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Figure 2.3.4 Topological mapping of a target cell in terms of: (a) resonance angles and (b) 

extracted separation distance of cell membrane along the axial direction. The area imaged 

in (a) and (b) is 78 μm ×91 μm. (c) Profile across the dashed line in (b): Gray area represents 

region of the presumed cell–surface contact. (d) 3D map of extracted cell membrane 

positions in (b). 
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Figure 2.3.5 Axial distance d for membrane thickness (dmem) and membrane refractive 

index (nmem) in the range of dmem= 4.5 ~ 10.5 nm and nmem = 1.46 ~ 1.54. The numbers 

represent the axial membrane distance corresponding to dmem = 4.5, 7.5, and 10.5 nm (from 

top to bottom) when nmem = 1.50 at θspr = 74º. All other parameters are fixed. 

 

 

We are also interested in the precision of the depth extraction model. In order to 

test the robustness in terms of precision, we have varied membrane thickness (𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚) and 

refractive index (𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑚) in the range of 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 4.5–10.5 nm and 𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 1.46–1.54 and 

assessed how much the obtained axial position of cell membrane can vary. The results are 

shown in Figure 2.3.5. In general, a thicker and/or denser membrane tends to produce a 
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deeper axial position (larger 𝑑): therefore, maximum and minimum 𝑑 were obtained, 

respectively, at (𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 10.5 nm, 𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 1.54) and (𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 4.5 nm, 𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 1.46). For 

example, as 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 changes from 4.5 to 10.5 nm while the resonance angle is fixed at 𝜃𝑠𝑝𝑟 = 

74o, the axial position 𝑑 was obtained as 39.7 to 67.8 nm, thus 𝑑 = 52.9 ± 14.9 nm. 

Maximum percent deviation in this case was 28.1% with respect to the center point at 𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚 

= 7.5 nm and 𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑚 = 1.50. These results can also be interpreted as a measure of precision 

of the depth extraction approach. From this perspective, the precision of this approach is 

estimated to be on the order of 15 nm. Note that other parameters related to the way that 

SPR is obtained from a charge coupled device (CCD) and the measured data points are 

fitted to SPR dips against the Nelder model, for example, the mechanical movement of the 

motor stage and the conversion of the motor stage position to an angular scale as well as 

the thickness of gold and chrome thin film and refractive indices of all the materials, may 

also affect the accuracy and the level of confidence. However, the effects of these system-

related parameters are more predictable than target parameters such as membrane thickness 

and index and thus estimated to be less dominant. 

It would also be interesting to imagine depth quantification in SPM. using light 

wavelength other than 𝜆 = 633 nm, particularly with longer wavelength, which is known to 

provide better SPR characteristics for sensor applications [104,105]. First, the penetration 

depth (𝛿) is given by 

𝛿 =
𝜆

4𝜋 𝑛 sin 𝜃 − 𝑛

 
(23) 

where 𝑛0 and 𝑛1 are the refractive index of a dielectric substrate and ambient environment 

[106]. 𝜃𝑠𝑝𝑟 represents the resonance angle. Eq. (23) suggests that at a longer wavelength, 

the penetration depth becomes longer. If we suppose 𝜆 = 785 nm, deeper penetration of 

evanescent light allows deeper intracellular structure (located farther from surface) to be 

investigated with 785∕633 = 1.24 times deeper penetration. On the other hand, without any 

improvement in the system components, the deeper penetration may be translated to 

correspondingly worse precision. 
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2.3.3 Summary 

 

In summary, we have explored quantification of cell-to-substrate axial separation 

distance using SPM. Based on the depth extraction model, we have established a relation 

between SP resonance and the separation distance, from which we have determined the 

distance to be on the order of 40–60 nm for HAECs in good agreement with previous 

experimental data. we have also discussed the precision of the approach by considering a 

range of model parameters and estimated it to be in the range of 15 nm. By extending the 

approach to an entire cell culture of diverse in vitro assays and acquiring SPM images of 

many cells in a massive and automated way, the data that we report here are expected to 

take on fuller connotations in cell biology 
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2.4 Spatial light switched surface plasmon microscopy 

 

While many super-resolution techniques have emerged to overcome the barrier 

posed by the diffraction limit in fluorescence microscopy, the resolution limit in label-free 

microscopy has been only recently addressed in the spotlight [107]. In this sense, the use 

of SPM in microscopy community is either not as prevalent as it was expected or limited 

to specific applications, mainly because SPM suffers from relatively poor image resolution, 

which arises from the large SP propagation length (Lsp). which often ranges from 10 – 100 

μm [15]. The propagation length is much larger than the diffraction limit particularly along 

the direction parallel to the propagation of SPP and significantly degrades an image. Many 

studies therefore have been conducted to enhance the resolution of SPM [108,109] and 

remove artifacts [110], for example, by optimizing light wavelengths [111] or optical 

components and optics [112,113,114], employing localized light excitation [115], and 

controlling SP propagation based on nanoplasmonic structures [116,117]. 

SPM also suffers from deleterious interference, which is induced by multiple 

scattering associated with the coherence of light source [118]. The interference affects the 

imaging system nonlinearly, which makes it difficult to employ linear mathematical image 

deconvolution for imaging with incoherent light source, such as bright-field and 

fluorescence microscopy. Although interference is a factor that cannot be ignored in 

imaging formation, the intensity envelope can be approximated as the result of linear 

system response, thereby blurry effects from SPP propagation can be reduced for the 

enhancement of edge sharpness. 

In this chapter, we introduce an extremely simple method based on plasmonic 

spatially activated light switching to improve effective image resolution of SPM. The light 

switching allows an image to be momentum-sampled for plasmonics-based spatially 

activated light microscopy (PSALM), the performance of which was confirmed to provide 

super-resolved fluorescent images using two channels [119]. Direct scanning of coherent 

light source in a microscope objective was also attempted under total internal reflection 
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using a spatial light modulator or a scan mirror for label-free microscopy [52,53]. For the 

feasibility of the momentum sampling in the proposed spatially light switched SPM (SLS-

SPM), we implemented two-channel switching of light illumination with opposite incident 

directions, while maintaining the angle of incidence and polarization in order not to affect 

the propagating characteristics of SP waves. The performance of SLS-SPM was validated 

by imaging lithographically prepared nanowires as reference targets and biological cell 

cultures. Improved resolution was assessed in terms of edge sharpness and confirmed on a 

quantitative basis by comparing the reconstructed images of SLS-SPM to conventional 

images of single-channel SPM and bright-field microscopy. We expect this work to make 

an important milestone to achieve super-resolution in label-free microscopy techniques in 

general. 

 

 

2.4.1 Working principles 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, an image acquired in conventional single-channel 

SPM is blurred because of significant SP propagation. According to the linear imaging 

theory, an image of an object is formed as below [49]: 

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃𝑆𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) ⊗ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦). (24) 

Here, I(x,y), PSF(x,y) and f(x,y) denote an acquired image at an imaging sensor, point 

spread function, and an ideal object function. In SPM, the image blurring can be modeled 

as 

𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑃𝑆𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) ⊗ 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦). (25) 

where 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦)  represents blurred image due to SP propagation and i is an index 

running over the number of channels (i = 1, 2 for a two-channel system). For simplicity, 

suppose that we have a 1D object shown in Figure 2.4.1, i.e., 

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑥 𝑋⁄ ). (26) 

Under the SLS-SPM with two-channel illumination, a blurred object in an extremely simple 
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model without interference effects may be described as 

𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑥 𝑋⁄ ) + 𝑢 𝑥 − 𝑒 . (27) 

𝑓 (𝑥) = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑥 𝑋⁄ ) + 𝑢 −𝑥 − 𝑒 . (28) 

Here, the definition of a rectangular function rect(x) was taken from [49] and u(x) denotes 

a step function. By symmetry, SPM would produce 

𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝐼(𝑥) + 𝐼 (𝑥) (29) 

𝐼 (𝑥) = 𝐼(𝑥) + 𝐼 (−𝑥). (30) 

With an Airy point-spread function (PSF), the blurred image component is given by 

𝐼 (𝑥) = ∫
( )

𝑒 𝑑𝜏. (31) 

Without the trouble of calculating Eq. (31), an ideal diffraction-limited image, 𝑓(𝑥) in 

Figure 2.4.1, may be obtained by removing the effects of SP propagation through image 

post-processing, e.g., 

𝐼(𝑥) = 𝐼 (𝑥)𝑢(−𝑥) + 𝐼 (𝑥)𝑢(𝑥). (32) 

In practice, the image reconstruction from the two channels may be performed simply by 

minimum filtering, i.e., taking the minimum of I1 and I2. More specifically, in the two 

images acquired with an opposite incident direction (k1 and k2), the intensity values of 

corresponding pixels were compared individually and the smaller was taken, thereby, an 

edge perpendicular to the direction of SP propagation can be reconstructed in a way that is 

much improved to the optical diffraction limit. Note that the sharpness of an edge serves as 

a direct measure of image resolution because the possibility of imaging an edge sharply 

can be translated to resolving two neighboring edges with sufficient clarity. For this reason, 

we have employed a propagation length (L80/20), defined as the distance over which the 

normalized intensity after SP scattering by an edge falls from 80% to 20% as a measure of 

sharpness and ultimately image resolution. 
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Figure 2.4.1 Working principle of two channel SLS-SPM image reconstruction. 

 

 

2.4.2 Method and materials 

 

2.4.2.1 Numerical simulation 

Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) was employed to simulate far-field 

reflectivity produced by the observed target structures on the gold film. The dimension 

under simulation was set to be 20 μm along the x-axis and a periodic boundary condition 

was imposed with 40 spatial harmonic orders. PMMA nanowire was modeled to be of 

varying width (w) and h = 0.4 μm in height with a refractive index n = 1.49 and placed at 

the center of x-axis on the gold film. 

 

 

2.4.2.2 Sample preparation 

Periodic nanowires to experimentally evaluate the performance of SPM based on 

two-channel light switching were prepared by using BK7 coverslips (No.1, 18  18 mm2, 

Duran Group, Wertheim/Main, Germany) as substrate. The coverslips were first cleaned 

with acetone and isopropyl alcohol using a sonicator for 5 min each and then rinsed with 
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distilled water. A 2-nm chromium layer and a 50-nm gold layer were successively 

deposited using electron beam and thermal evaporator, respectively. A 400-nm thick 

electron-beam photoresist (AR-P 679.04, Allresist, Strausberg, Germany) was deposited 

by spin-coating at 4000 rpm. Polymer resist nanowires were defined by electron beam 

lithography and subsequently developed. For the evaluation of SLS-SPM, we have 

fabricated photoresist nanowires of widths (w) w = 150 and 550 nm and larger ones of w = 

1.1, and 7.8 μm with the center-to-center period () fixed at  = 20 μm. The separation (s) 

between neighboring wires, therefore, is s =  - w. 

 

 

2.4.2.3 Cell culture 

Human lung carcinoma cell line A549 was obtained from ATCC and cultured in 

MEM medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin-streptomycin (100 

units/ml and 1 μg/ml, respectively) at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. A549 cells 

were cultured on the gold film at 1 × 105 cells per dish for 24 hours. After incubation, non-

adherent cells were discarded, and the adherent cells on the gold film were washed with 

Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS). For sample fixation, the adherent cells were 

treated with Karnovsky’s fixative (2% glutaraldehyde and 2% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M 

phosphate buffer, pH 7.4) for 6 hours and washed twice for 30 min in 0.1M phosphate 

buffer. Cells were post-fixed with 1% osmium tetroxide (OsO4) in 0.1M phosphate buffer 

for 1.5 hours. Fixed samples were dehydrated in ascending sequential concentrations of 

ethanol (50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100%), transferred into isoamyl acetate and 

dried in a Critical Point dryer (LEICA EM CPD300, Austria) in order to maximize the cell-

buffer index contrast. 
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2.4.3 Results and discussion 

 

2.4.3.1 Experimental confirmation 

The set-up for SLS-SPM is illustrated in Figure 2.2.1 with detailed description in 

Chapter 2.2, which we first used to examine the diffraction limit to achieve as the nominal 

goal of this study. The diffraction limit can be approached when the highest spatial 

frequency, i.e. the maximum angle of an objective lens, is acquired [77]. The propagation 

length (L80/20) corresponding to the lateral diffraction-limited resolution  = 0.61/NA = 

259 nm is calculated to be L80/20 = 155 nm for a perfectly rectangular pattern (Figure 2.4.2). 

While the diffraction-limit is determined by the optics, the propagation length also depends 

on the pattern: with a trapezoidal profile, L80/20 is broadened to be larger than 600 nm. For 

example, Figure 2.4.2 shows L80/20 = 615 nm for a trapezoidal slope at 45º. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4.2 Propagation length L80/20 under the diffraction limit for a rectangular and a 

trapezoidal profile  
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Figure 2.4.3 Images of conventional SPM and SLS-SPM of reference nanowires (550-nm 

width) in comparison with bright-field microscopy. Conventional single-channel SPM: (a) 

Channel 1 and (b) Channel 2. The red arrows of (a) and (b) indicate the direction of light 

incidence. (c) SLS-SPM and (d) bright-field image. (e) AFM profile of the photoresist 

nanowires. (f) Normalized intensity along the vertical (y) direction in (a-d). The intensity 

was averaged horizontally (x) over the dashed rectangle. os and ss represent the opposite 

and the same side with respect to the light incidence. 

 

Now, Figure 2.4.3 shows the images acquired by conventional single-channel SPM, 

SLS-SPM, and bright-field microscopy with polymer resist nanowires of 550-nm width. 

The nanowires are perpendicular to the direction of light incidence marked by the red 

arrows (perpendicular orientation). To eliminate the crosstalk between adjacent nanowires, 

each nanowire was formed to be 12 ~ 20 μm apart, so that neighboring nanowires are 

separated by much longer than SP propagation length (Lsp = 8.3 μm at λ = 633 nm) [40]. 

Figure 2.4.3(a) and (b) present single-channel SPM images (I1 and I2) obtained by opposite 
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beam illuminations at a resonance angle of BK7/Au/Air configuration (incident direction 

marked with a red arrow). As expected, much blurred images of an edge are observed on 

the opposite side of SP incidence, due to the SP scattering by the nanowires and the 

associated leakage radiation. The trend coincides well with the diffraction pattern obtained 

by the attachment of nanoparticles to gold surface [77,78,79], in which the patterns have 

tails only along the direction of SP propagation and the tails can be much larger than the 

size of a nanoparticle depending on SP characteristics governed by wavelength and 

material. . 𝐿 /  = 6.54 μm on average (superscript os and ss denote the opposite and the 

same side measured with respect to SP incidence). If we define an enhancement factor EF 

as a ratio of an average propagation length to that of a reference bright-field image, EF,BM 

= 6.54/0.98 = 6.7 (BM stands for bright-field microscopy.), i.e., for Channel 1, SPM shows 

6.7 times worse image resolution compared to the bright-field image. 

On the same side, we can observe much less blurred edges, which is not the result 

of dominant SP scattering: rather, largely due to imperfect fabrication, i.e., because the 

edges of the nanowire patterns are not perfectly rectangular. By comparing the images of 

Channel 1 in Figure 2.4.3(a) with bright-field in Figure 2.4.3(d), the associated length 

𝐿 /  is almost equal to or even slightly smaller than that of bright-field, suggesting no 

substantial degradation of resolution on this side due to SP scattering and propagation. 

For Channel 2, the overall trends are mostly identical to the case of Channel 1. 

Measured propagation lengths are moderately different, i.e., 𝐿 / = 8.11 μm, so that 

image quality is degraded by Rd = 8.11/0.59 = 13.7 times for Channel 2. Despite the 

similarities, the observed disparity between the results of Channel 1 and 2 is ascribed to the 

fabrication non-uniformity. An AFM profile of the fabricated nanowire pattern was 

acquired for verification and shown in Figure 2.4.3: as predicted, the AFM data do not 

attest a rectangular profile, but one that may be better approximated as a triangular or a 

sinusoidal shape, a result of exposure and development process in lithography. Such a 

profile produces broadening in the propagation length L80/20 beyond 155 nm even under the 

diffraction limit. 
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In contrast to conventional SPM, image deterioration due to SP propagation can be 

overcome in SLS-SPM by minimum filtering. The SLS-SPM image shown in Figure 

2.4.3(c) on average improves the propagation length, thereby the image resolution, by an 

enhancement factor EF,SLS-SPM = 7.32/0.67 = 10.9 times (7.32 is the average 𝐿 /  in 

Channel 1 and 2 and 0.67 average L80/20 for SLS-SPM). While more in-depth analysis using 

more extensive data appears in later section, this clearly confirms the working principle of 

the SLS-SPM and the feasibility of obtaining much improved image resolution over 

conventional SPM. Without degradation due to SP propagation, one may be able to achieve 

the image clarity comparable to bright-field microscopy with enhanced depth resolution. 

 

 

2.4.3.2 Origin of interference fringes 

Interestingly, normalized intensity profiles of SPM in Figure 2.4.3(f) show 

interference fringes primarily in the leakage radiation on the side opposite to the light 

incidence, which can adversely affect an SPM images. The fringes are likely due to the 

interference mainly between SPP waves propagating in the forward direction and incident 

waves and also of those participating in the scattering processes [120,121]. The fringes can 

also be explained by the SPP wave vector mismatch between gold film and imaging targets 

and the interference of resonant waves scattered across an index step with an incoming 

wave from light source. In the interference fringe patterns formed in Channel 1 and 2 of 

Figure 2.4.4(a) and (b) using rectangular wire patterns of w = 5 μm, fairly long intensity 

tails modulated by interference are shown to exist on the opposite side. By performing SLS-

SPM, these tails can be easily removed, as shown in Figure 2.4.4(c) in comparison with the 

merged image of Channel 1 and 2 presented in Figure 2.4.4(d). In other words, interference 

tails due to leakage radiation by SP propagation can be effectively removed by SLS-SPM, 

thus cannot be translated into the image reconstruction processes. The reconstruction may 

be handled by numerical modeling and/or topographical analysis based on the incident 

angle tuning [92, 118]. 
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Figure 2.4.4 Calculated reflection intensity profile of 5-μm width rectangular wires for 

conventional SPM at SPR angle: (a) θ = θspr  and (b) θ = -θspr. (c) The reflection intensity 

profile after reconstruction for SLS-SPM. (d) Merged profiles of (a-c). 
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2.4.3.3 Effect of pattern geometry: orientation and width 

We now investigate the effect of the pattern geometry on the performance of SLS-

SPM. First, we have checked the effect of pattern orientation. Figure 2.4.5 shows the 

images when the wire orientation is parallel to the direction of light incidence (parallel 

orientation) for w = 1.1 m. Clearly, SP scattering does exist and affects the images visibly, 

which however shows little difference between the channels because of symmetry. Also, 

the propagation length is almost identical at both edges due to symmetry. Quantitatively, 

EF,SLS-SPM = 1.15 and 1.05 for Channel 1 and 2. At first glance, this result may appear to 

suggest limited effectiveness of SLS-SPM in the parallel orientation: in fact, L80/20 

measured in Figure 2.4.5 is on the order of 𝐿 /  obtained from Figure 2.4.3, i.e., 

minimum filtering is not required for parallel orientation and only two-channel SLS-SPM 

would be sufficient to avoid the adverse effects of SP propagation for a rectangular object. 

Note that normalized intensity of the bright-field image in Figure 2.4.5(d) shows artifacts 

due to the interference through wires of translucent polymer. 
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Figure 2.4.5 Images of periodic wires of 1.1-m width in conventional single-channel SPM: 

(a) Channel 1 and (b) Channel 2 and of (c) SLS-SPM and (d) bright-field microscopy. Scale 

bar: 10 m. The wire orientation is parallel to the direction of light incidence which is 

represented by the red arrows in (a) and (b). (e) Normalized intensity and (f) histogram of 

the propagation length L80/20 in each case. The numbers represent the center and the 

standard deviation of the distribution of L80/20. Images of conventional SPM and SLS-SPM 

of reference periodic wires (w = 0.15, 0.55, 1.1, and 7.8 μm from top to bottom row) 

compared with bright-field microscopy in the perpendicular orientation. 
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We have also explored the effect of pattern size, which appears to be negligible in 

the sense that SLS-SPM worked well regardless of the size. For example, Figure 2.4.6(a-d) 

shows images of Channel 1 and 2 in comparison with bright-field microscopy and SLS-

SPM for wire samples of w = 0.15, 0.55, 1.1, and 7.8 μm. Note that interference fringes are 

more prominent as the pattern becomes larger, due likely to a larger number of scatterers 

that may contribute to increased interference between SPP waves. Negligible dependence 

of the performance of SLS-SPM on the pattern size also appears to be the case for the 

parallel orientation, as shown in Figure 2.4.7 for w = 7.8 μm if compared with the results 

of Figure 2.4.5. 

 

Figure 2.4.6 Conventional single-channel SPRM: (a) Channel 1 and (b) Channel 2. The 

red arrows of (a) and (b) indicate the direction of light incidence. (c) SLS-SPM and (d) 

bright-field image.  
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Figure 2.4.7 Images of periodic wires of 7.8-μm width in conventional single-channel SPM: 

(a) Channel 1 and (b) Channel 2 and of (c) SLS-SPM and (d) bright-field microscopy. The 

pattern orientation is parallel to the direction of light incidence which is represented by the 

red arrows in (a) and (b). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4.8 Histograms of the propagation length L80/20 with respect to the pattern size (w 

= 0.15, 0.55, 1.1, and 7.8 μm from left to right column) compared with that of bright-field 

microscopy in the perpendicular orientation (number of sample measurements for each set 

of histogram, n = 40). Conventional single-channel SPM: Channel 1 and 2, SLS-SPM, and 

bright-field image from top to bottom row. Histograms were fitted to a normal distribution 

overlaid with the median and the standard deviation of the sample distribution.  
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Quantitative analysis was performed for the image data (shown in Figure 2.4.6) in 

the perpendicular orientation and is presented as the histograms of propagation length L80/20 

with the pattern size in the case of conventional SPM and SLS-SPM in comparison with 

bright-field microscopy. Conventional SPM is characterized with two separate 

distributions, one extremely narrow with 𝐿 /  smaller than 1 μm, which is similar to 

that of bright-field microscopy, and the other with 𝐿 /   that is fairly broad with a large 

standard deviation due to SPP propagation and can be extended beyond ~ 15 μm. The 

variation of the distribution center and its deviation is deemed largely to be a result of 

sample fabrication non-uniformity and, less dominantly, insufficient number of sample 

measurements. On the other hand, SLS-SPM presents a single distribution that is 

comparable to that of bright-field microscopy. As mentioned earlier in 2.4.1 Working 

Principles, SLS-SPM takes the better outline between the two channels through minimum 

filtering. For quantitative comparison, Table 1 summarizes the enhancement factor (EF) 

calculated from Figure 2.4.8(a) or (b), in which case EF is defined as EF,SLS-SPM = 

𝐿 / /𝐿 /  or EF,BM = 𝐿 / /𝐿 / . Table 1 stresses that an enhancement by more 

than 10 folds over conventional SPM was achieved in SLS-SPM and in fact, the 

performance of SLS-SPM approaches that of bright-field images. Also, the average 

enhancement does not have clear dependence on the pattern size, which corroborates lack 

of crosstalk scattering between neighboring wire patterns. If we compare the performance 

of SLS-SPM and bright-field microscopy, SLS-SPM outperforms conventional SPM by 

more than 15 times, although it is above diffraction limit by 29% = (21.58–15.35)/21.58. 

This is due presumably to SP backscattering across an interface with an index difference 

and less dominantly imperfect alignment of wire patterns with respect to incident light. Yet, 

we emphasize the possibility of SLS-SPM implementing the resolution that approaches 

optical diffraction limit and beyond, to a degree unimaginable in conventional SPM, 

without compromising parameters such as wavelength and materials nor optimizing film 

thickness. 
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Table 1 The enhancement factor (EF) of conventional SPM over SLS –SPM and bright-

field microscopy. n represents the number of sample measurements. 

 

 

w (μm) Channel EF,SLS-SPM EF,BM 

0.15 
(n = 40) 

1 24.56  9.01 37.43  7.87 

2 23.56  9.13 35.90  8.79 

0.55 
(n = 40) 

1 11.48  4.11 9.72  5.16 

2 12.59  4.28 10.67  5.53 

1.1 
(n = 40) 

1 16.02  4.15 29.83  4.84 

2 16.89  4.24 31.45  4.68 

7.8 
(n = 40) 

1 9.37  2.63 9.37  5.21 

2 8.29  2.69 8.29  4.81 

Average enhancement 
(n = 320) 15.35  5.58 21.58  6.04 

 

 

2.4.3.4 Applications 

We now focus on applications of the SLS-SPM. Figure 2.4.9 shows the images of 

A549 cells acquired by single-channel conventional SPM and the reconstruction of the 

SLS-SPM. As we have seen above, the images from Channel 1 and 2 produce significant 

blur which depends on the direction of SP propagation. Image reconstruction by the SLS-

SPM can remove a large part of the blur and give rise to enhanced image resolution. Note 

that the difference of a SLS-SPM image from that of bright-field microscopy reflects the 

image acquisition of SPM within penetration lengths. Figure 2.4.9 clearly confirms the 

visible improvement of resolution in SPM in applications, such as imaging nanoparticles 

and cells that are more complicated than simple nanowire patterns. For example, Figure 5 
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presents images of a single gold nanoparticle (diameter  = 300 nm). Wave patterns 

scattered by a nanoparticle, while they may be used for label-free molecular detection [77], 

made it difficult to distinguish the nanoparticle clearly for imaging purposes under 

conventional SPM. In this regard, Figure 2.4.9(c) in  confirms a much improved image 

of a single nanoparticle by SLS-SPM. Improvement on a similar scale can be observed 

when imaging different sites of cells in Figure 2.4.9 ( ~ ). For the convenience of 

comparison between the performance of SLS-SPM and conventional SPM in cell images, 

cell membrane is magnified in Figure 2.4.9, which presents much better defined 

membrane structure in the case of SLS-SPM. We have also validated SLS-SPM with 

reference text ‘BPEL’ in electron-beam resist, as shown in Figure 2.4.10. The text acquired 

by SLS-SPM can be clearly identified almost as good as bright-field microscopy as 

expected. Effects of SP propagation along the edges in the orientation parallel to the 

direction of light incidence still persist and are found to cause minor degradation in the 

SLS-SPM images. 
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Figure 2.4.9 Images of single nanoparticle scattering and A549 cells: (a) Channel 1 and (b) 

Channel 2 by conventional SPM. The red arrows of (a) and (b) indicate the direction of 

light incidence with respect to the text. (c) SLS-SPM and (d) bright-field microscopy. -

row is scattering images of a single gold nanoparticle (diameter  = 300 nm). The arrow in 

(d) shows a single nanoparticle under bright-field microscopy. ( ~ ) represents different 

sites of the cell culture that was imaged. : inset represents magnified cell membrane. 
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Figure 2.4.10 Images of a reference text (BPEL) made in polymer resist by electron-beam 

lithography: (a) Channel 1 and (b) Channel 2 by conventional SPM. The red arrows of (a) 

and (b) indicate the direction of light incidence with respect to the text. (c) SLS-SPM and 

(d) bright-field microscopy. Note also that SLS-SPM even enables clear detection of resist 

debris that was not removed in the course of development. 
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2.4.3.5 Discussion 

Several issues are worth discussion. First, in the red or near-infrared waveband, 

SPR biosensing tends to show very high detection sensitivity which is associated with a 

narrow resonance dip in the wavelength range. In this waveband, however, the spatial 

resolution of conventional SPM can be more significantly degraded because of long SP 

propagation length than in other wavebands. In other words, SLS-SPM may provide an 

efficient way to enhance resolution in the red or near-infrared waveband. 

Another issue is the number of channels. Obviously, if the channel number 

increases, we can reduce various artifacts due to crosstalk and pattern orientation. For 

example, in the two-channel SLS-SPM, the distance between patterns is limited to be 

longer than SP propagation length to avoid crosstalk. This limit can be circumvented by 4-

channel SLS-SPM. Degradation from pattern orientation may also be improved by 

increasing the number of channels. Imagine a circular object, which biological cells 

typically are and is the worst case for SPM. If we approximate it with a polygon, simple 

geometric analysis shows that 6-channel SLS-SPM can reduce the degradation and 

maintain the SP scattering power to be under 10% of that in the case of conventional SPM. 

Clearly, an increased channel number complicates system design and construction. In this 

sense, SLS-SPM with 4 to 6 channels would provide optimum diffraction-limited 

performance. While our approach described in this study is limited by the PSF of far-field 

optics, an interesting possibility is that SLS-SPM may allow super-resolution, drawing 

similarities from the approach based on super-oscillation [122], with an assumption that 

plasmonic scattering and interference across an interface with index disparity can be 

precisely modeled. An increase in the number of channels that sample a target event then 

enhances the precision of the deconvolution process. 
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2.4.4 Summary 

 

In summary, we report that SLS-SPM can significantly enhance images of 

conventional SPM by spatial switching of light incidence, which we have confirmed in 

two-channel SLS-SPM. SLS-SPM achieves improved image resolution by minimum 

filtering of conventional SPM, which suffers from poor image quality due to SP 

propagation. For quantitative assessment, SLS-SPM was evaluated with reference 

nanowires and shown to approach ideal diffraction-limited bright-field microscopy. Much 

improved performance over conventional SPM was corroborated clearly in imaging A549 

cells in vitro. These results suggest an approach to break through the limit posed by SP 

propagation in SPM and moreover a novel yet extremely simple approach for super-

resolution in label-free microscopy techniques. 
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3. Localized surface plasmon based imaging. 
 

3.1 Introduction to localization-based microscopy 

 

Many super-resolution microscopy techniques have been developed to exploring 

molecular interactions in diverse environments by reducing optical PSF or based on 

stochastic emission of fluorescent molecules [123,124,125,126]. A significant part of the 

super-resolution microscopy techniques take advantage of localization of light fields to 

achieve image resolution below the diffraction limit. The localization based microscopy 

attempts to extract image information by sampling target fluorescence with super-localized 

light fields that are much smaller than the diffraction limit and reconstructing the sampled 

data with localization-specific deconvolution algorithms. The possibility of subdiffraction 

limited resolution was shown using metamaterials [127], through statistical anaylsis [128], 

with an sCMOS camera [129], and for particle localization in 3D [130,131,132]. Various 

superlenses have been proposed in the related context and developed for various 

applications [133]: for example, by way of the coupling between evanescent diffracted 

wave and propagating Bloch wave of photonics crystals [134] and by super-oscillation of 

a band-limited wave induced by diffraction grating [135]. Also, random nanoislands were 

used to observe internalization of virus and transmembrane protein perfusion [37,136]. 

Plasmonic localization of light wave based on simple nanoapertures was applied to 

fluorescence sampling for super-resolved molecular information [137,138,139]. Arrays of 

nanopillars were utilized to excite small focal volumes for subdiffraction-limit fluorescence 

imaging [140]. On the other hand, axial distribution of fluorescently tagged molecules was 

                                                                                                                    
. Note that Chapter 3 is reprinted and reproduced from Ref [36] T. Son, W. Lee, and D. Kim, 
Scientific Reports 5, 12365, (2015), © (2015) Nature Publishing Group, Ref [37] Y. Oh, T. Son, S. 
Y. Kim, W. Lee, H. Yang, J.-r. Choi, J.-S. Shin, and D. Kim, Optics Express 22, 27695-27706 (2014) 
© (2014) Optical Society of America and Ref [38] T. Son, G. Moon, H. Lee, and D. Kim, Advanced 
Optical Materials 6, 1701219 (2018) © (2018) WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
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sampled by the localized field based on extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) [141].  

An ultimate goal of these approaches is to provide super-resolved full-field images. 

Oftentimes, however, requirements on the way that the fields are localized to attain the goal 

have not been clearly understood. Also, the implication of field localization on the acquired 

image has not been thoroughly studied. In chapter 3, we intend to address these issues to 

find the conditions on localized fields for super-resolved image reconstruction and to 

investigate possible distortion in the reconstructed images in case that the conditions are 

not satisfied. 
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3.2 Theoretical approach to localization-based full-field 

microscopy 

 

We first make a quick review the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem based on a 

delta comb in Chapter 3.2.1. Although sampling itself is a topic that has been developed 

for many decades, it has been little explored in the context of localization-based super-

resolution microscopy [142]. In this sense, effects of a sampling comb are also examined 

when an equally ideal, yet more practical, unit pulse is employed to excite fluorescence. 

The results will then be extended to sampling based on surface-enhanced near-fields that 

are localized by nanoaperture arrays. For simplicity, following assumptions have been 

made in the analysis: 

 

(AS1) The imaging system is linear space-invariant. 

(AS2) Near-field distribution is known to an arbitrary spatial precision in 3D. 

(AS3) Fluorophores are labeled in saturation with molecular density exceeding the 

Nyquist criterion and size effect of fluorophores is ignored. 

(AS4) Photons that are fluorescently excited from localized fields are incoherent 

with each other. 

 

(AS1) simply states that the linear imaging theory holds [49]. Therefore, intensity 

distribution in the image plane can be described by the optical transfer function (OTF) of 

an imaging system and spatial translation in the object plane does not affect the point-

spread function. (AS2) is critical for microscopy that depends on near-field distribution. 

However, from an experimental perspective, near-field distribution is often measured with 

an insufficient precision especially when extremely high detection sensitivity is 

simultaneously required [143], and this can set the limit on the achievable resolution. (AS3) 

assumes that fluorescent particles are much smaller than localized near-fields, which is 

satisfied in most practical circumstances. Although the fluorescent intensity distribution 
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may be affected by several factors including molecule orientations respect to the local field 

components [144], the distribution can thus be assumed to follow that of near-fields in 

ensemble-averaged fluorescence excitation [ 145 ]. (AS3) and (AS4) state that the 

fluorescent emission distribution in the near-field, which eventually gives rise to an image, 

is spatially correlated to the evanescent near-field that excites fluorescence. If, for example, 

fluorescent particles are so large that the size effect may not be ignored and depending on 

the fluorescent emitter states, the emission distribution takes a complex point spread and 

cannot be identical to the near-field distribution [146]. Effects of probe size and labeling 

density on the imaging characteristics such as spatial resolution are described elsewhere 

[147]. 

 

 

3.2.1 Sampling theorem in localization-based full-field microscopy 

 

3.2.1.1 Nyquist-Shannon sampling based on delta comb 

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (see Appendix A for details) states that 

exact reconstruction of an object is possible if the object is band-limited such that its 

Fourier transform g(fx,fy) ≠ 0 for –Bx < fx < Bx and –By < fy < By and g(fx,fy) = 0 elsewhere 

(fx and fy for spatial frequency in the Fourier plane) and when the object is sampled at a 

period of Λx and Λy in the x and y axis of the object plane if Λx  1/2Bx and Λy  1/2By. 

Deconvolution to obtain f(x,y) is equivalent to interpolating sampled points with a sinc 

function that is the Fourier-transform of the transfer function H(fx,fy) of a low-pass spatial 

filter shown in Eq. (A4). In practice, f(x,y) is not band-limited. The highest spatial 

frequency in the Fourier plane that is reconstructed is then determined by sampling period 

Λx and Λy. The spatial frequency component higher than 1/2Λx and 1/2Λy along each axis 

causes aliasing which is, in fact, impossible to avoid in practical imaging systems. However, 

observable maximum spatial frequency of conventional optics is limited roughly by the 

cut-off frequency of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of an optical imaging system 
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[148]. The bands that fall outside Bx and By of neighboring bands overlap with the main 

band, the effect of which can be insignificant under reasonable signal-to-noise environment. 

 

 

3.2.1.2 Sampling based on unit pulses 

Sampling based on a delta comb is only conceptual. In this chapter, we use a more 

realistic sampling comb for imaging environment. Initially, suppose that the sampling 

comb is based on a unit pulse. Then, a delta comb is slightly broadened such that 

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑥 − 𝑚𝛬

𝑤
+

𝛬

2𝜋
𝜙 ,

𝑦 − 𝑛𝛬

𝑤
+

𝛬

2𝜋
𝜙

,

 (33) 

Here, wx and wy are the widths of the sampling function along the x and y axis that span a 

lateral plane. Λx and Λy represent the period in the respective axis. The widths along each 

axis are smaller than the sampling period, so that adjacent sampling functions do not 

overlap each other. ϕx and ϕy denote sampling phase between 0 and 2, which describes 

displacement within a period. For simplicity, we assume that ϕx = ϕy = 0 and the effect of 

sampling phase will be investigated in the next chapter. Use of a unit step comb may affect 

the result in the way that the magnitude of a delta comb is modulated by sinc function, and 

thereby high frequency information which is generated by adjacent delta affects differently 

compared to an ideal delta comb. From Eq. (33), Fourier transform of a sampled object is 

given by 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = ℱ{𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)} ∗ ℱ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑥 − 𝑚𝛬

𝑤
,
𝑦 − 𝑛𝛬

𝑤
,

= 𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓

∗ 𝑤 𝑤
1

𝛬 𝛬
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑤 𝑓 )𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤 𝑓 𝛿 𝑓 −

𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

. 

(34) 

Eq. (34) can be simplified if 2D harmonic coefficients C(m,n) are introduced as 
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𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 ∗ 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛)𝛿 𝑓 −
𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

= 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛)𝑔 𝑓 −
𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒     𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑤 𝑤
1

𝛬 𝛬
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤

𝑚

𝛬
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤

𝑛

𝛬
. 

(35) 

After spatial filtering, one can obtain 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑤 𝑤
1

𝛬 𝛬
𝑔 𝑓  , 𝑓  . (36) 

Details of the calculation are provided in Appendix B. Eq. (35) implies that the use of a 

unit pulse comb for sampling may in fact be desired if baseband (m = 0,n = 0) is much 

larger than the adjacent subbands (m ≠ 0 or n ≠ 0), which can reduce the aliasing effect in 

image reconstruction, i.e., Figure 3.2.1(a-c) show frequency spectrum of an object and 

image after sampling with a delta comb or unit pulses, respectively, in the presence of 

aliasing effect. If the width of unit pulses are appropriately adjusted, it is clear that the 

harmonic coefficients C(m,n) which follow sinc function can suppress higher-order 

harmonic components. On the other hand, when sampling with a delta comb as shown in 

Figure 3.2.1(b), adjacent subbands can overlap the baseband with the same magnitude, 

which may affect high frequency components of the baseband. Thus, it is expected that 

aliasing is more serious if an object is sampled with a delta comb than with unit pulses. 

This result suggests that an ideal delta comb may not be desirable for sampling: rather, a 

sampling function with a finite width can be desired in localization-based microscopy. If 

we extend this concept to sampling with an arbitrary comb other than a delta and a unit 

pulse, the effect will appear as a scale factor that is the Fourier-transform of a specific 

sampling field. Details of the sampling based on the arbitrary sampling comb are presented 

in Appendix C. Exact reconstruction of an object is possible as long as the shape of a 

sampling comb can be known in the near-field under the assumption (AS2). 

We have reviewed image reconstruction and related issues in the course of 
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sampling with a delta comb and unit pulses. The image resolution of localization-based 

microscopy may be affected by various parameters of sampling. This will be explored in 

next chapter. For simplicity, we initially use unit pulses and then, for the analysis that 

follows, surface-enhanced near-fields. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.1 One-dimensional illustration of spatial frequency spectrum: (a) original object 

f(x) (blue triangle) which is band-limted at –Bx < fx < Bx, (b) sampled object fs(x) by an ideal 

delta comb, and (c) object fs(x) sampled by unit pulse. Green triangle and red filter (dotted) 

represent adjacent harmonic frequency components which cause aliasing effect and low-

pass filter H(fx) used for image reconstruction. With unit pulse sampling, adjacent harmonic 

components are reduced in amplitude by the scale factor sinc(wxfx)sinc(wyfy). Note that the 

orange line in (b,c) shows the scaling factor. 
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3.2.1.3 Numerical calculation 

For quantitative evaluation of image reconstruction in localization based 

microscopy, a standard test image of ′Lena′ in 512 × 512 pixels was used as an object, 

where the size of a pixel is assumed to be 5 × 5 nm2, i.e., the test image is as large as 2.56 

× 2.56 μm2. All images under comparison are normalized in intensity to ensure that the 

image quality should not be affected by image brightness.  

The image reconstruction using unit pulse combs was calculated by Matlab™ in 

custom-built codes. For image reconstruction based on surface-enhanced field localization, 

near-field calculation was performed in 3D by finite difference time domain method (mesh 

size: 5 × 5 nm2) assuming 488 nm as the excitation wavelength. The model for surface 

nanoapertures that are used to localize light waves consists of a gold film (thickness = 52 

nm) patterned with nanohole arrays and a 2-nm thick chromium adhesion layer on a BK7 

glass substrate. The nanoholes used in the model were 50 nm deep. A linearly polarized 

wave was assumed to be normally incident with periodic boundary conditions. The electric 

field intensity distribution was calculated in the lateral plane at the middle of a nanohole 

along the depth axis. 

 

 

3.2.2 Image reconstruction using unit pulses 

 

The original object and the image taken by the diffraction-limited system (NA = 

1.49 and λ = 500 nm) are presented in Figure 3.2.2(a) and (b). For demonstration of image 

sampling under the diffraction-limit, first assume an image sampled by a unit pulse with 

200-nm period and 100-nm width. Figure 3.2.2(c) exhibits an image multiplied by the unit 

pulse following Eq. (33), in which the pixel intensity is modulated by the pulse. To 

introduce degradation due to an objective lens, an image modulated by the pulse was 

Fourier-transformed as shown in Eq, (B3) and then multiplied by the MTF in the Fourier 

domain. The final image after filtering through a low-pass filter, which removes sampling 
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artifacts under the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, is shown in Figure 3.2.2(d). It is 

clear that the degradation in the image is such that it is difficult to visually recognize the 

object (Figure 3.2.2(a)). For localization-based microscopy, conventional image resolution 

based on Rayleigh criterion is difficult to define. Therefore, for quantitative evaluation of 

the image reconstruction and as a measure of image resolution, we have defined a peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as [149] 

PSNR = 20log
∑ [ ( , ) ( , )],   

 (in dB), (37) 

where O(i,j) and R(i,j) denote the object and the reconstructed image. MAXO represents the 

maximum digitized field intensity value of the object image, i.e., 255 for 8-bit digitation. 

M and N represent the number of pixels included in the computation along the x and y axis. 

i and j are the pixel index on each axis. PSNR obtained by the image sampling shown in 

Figure 3.2.2(d) was calculated to be 16.1 dB, which is much worse than PSNR = 18.1 dB 

for the conventional diffraction-limited image of Figure 3.2.2(b), because the maximum 

spatial frequency governed by the period of unit pulses is not sufficient to sample the object 

without aliasing and thus the sampling does not improve the image quality in this particular 

example. 

Figure 3.2.2(e) and (f) shows the sampled and reconstructed image with unit pulses 

of 80-nm period and 40-nm width. A shorter period enables the maximum spatial frequency 

of a low-pass filter, (1/2Λx = 6.25/m, 1/2Λy = 6.25/m) to become higher than the cutoff 

frequency of MTF (= 5.96/m). PSNR of Figure 3.2.2(e) was obtained as 18.0 dB, a 1.9-

dB enhancement compared to what we observed in Figure 3.2.2(d), which is almost 

identical to that of a conventional diffraction limited image (Figure 3.2.2(b)). 
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Figure 3.2.2 (a) The original object. (b) The image acquired by a diffraction-limited system 

(NA = 1.49 and λ = 500 nm). (c) The image sampled by a unit pulse at Λ = 200 nm and w 

= 100 nm with N-SLM, and (d) the image after low-pass filter. (e) The image sampled by 

a unit pulse at Λ = 80 nm and w = 40 nm using N-SLM and (f) its low-pass filtered image. 

 

 

The results can be interpreted as follows: an incoherent fluorescence imaging 

system with a cone-shaped MTF (shown in Figure 3.2.3(a)) based on (AS1), the cut-off 

frequency is given by 2NA/λ (NA: numerical aperture of an objective lens) if the system is 

diffraction-limited. On the other hand, the frequency spectrum of a localization-based 

imaging system is affected by the frequency characteristics of a low-pass filter in Eq. (A4) 

shown in Figure 3.2.3(b). While low-pass filtering is an inevitable process to suppress 

sampling artifacts during image reconstruction, it is suggested that the frequency spectrum 

of a low-pass filter, even if it is sufficiently wider than the diffraction-limited cut-off 
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frequency, may not improve the overall resolution of an imaging system. In other words, 

the final image is not limited by the maximum spatial frequency of a low-pass filter; rather 

it is the MTF cutoff frequency under the diffraction limit. Therefore, an extremely short 

sampling period may not improve the image quality and the final image can only be as 

good as diffraction-limited. Note that even when optical sampling is performed with a fairly 

long period, molecular detection may be possible at super-resolved precision if the near-

field distribution of an individual localized field is precisely known (AS2). In this case, 

however, effective resolution obviously depends on the near-field and full-field super-

resolution microscopy is not feasible. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.3 (a) Three-dimensional representation of MTF under incoherent illumination 

in diffraction-limited imaging system, in which the cutoff frequency depends on incident 

light wavelength and numerical aperture. (b) Three-dimensional representation of a low-

pass filter with cutoff frequency at 1/2Λx and 1/2Λy. 

 

 

For this reason, in contrast to non-switchable localization microscopy (N-SLM) that 

is described above as based on near-field light pulses switched simultaneously, we propose 

spatially switchable localization microscopy (S-SLM) where an individual light pulse can 

be modulated by spatial switching in the near-field regardless of the period. An example of 
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this concept is an approach attempted in plasmonic light switching [119,150] and in 

nanoscale optical trapping [151,152]. In general, spatial switching of light waves on a 

nanometer scale remains challenging: yet, many approaches have emerged to this goal with 

notable success, especially in regard to temporal resolution [153,154,155]. In addition, 

selective switching of near-fields was attempted thorough coupling of Gaussian beams and 

nanoantennas [156]. S-SLM can be regarded as a super-resolution technique in the spatial 

domain analogous of various temporal switching techniques based on photo-switchable 

fluorescent probes [124,157,158,159]. To illustrate the concept of S-SLM in achieving 

super-resolution, assume a unit pulse with 80-nm period and 40-nm width (same as those 

used in Figure 3.2.2(e) and (f)). Instead of switching all pulses on simultaneously, each 

pulse in S-SLM can be activated in a regular time interval. When a pulse is switched on, 

despite the spread by the diffraction under the MTF of an objective lens, the image at the 

imaging sensor can be reconstructed based on the shape of an activated area known a priori. 

Blurred artifact outside the excited field during temporal sampling can be removed to 

improve the resolution, i.e., at every interval, blurry pixels that do not overlap with the 

sampling field were removed as zero. By repeating the process in which all pulses at the 

field of view are sequentially excited to form individual images, an overall sampled image 

can be obtained as in Figure 3.2.4(a). Despite better resolution than the diffraction limit 

with PSNR = 19.6 dB, the image still suffers from ringing artifacts and the pixelated nature. 

The ringing is caused by high frequency aliasing and may be overcome by an anti-aliasing 

filter. If no Fourier plane is assumed between objective lens and object which is typical in 

high-magnification microscopy, ringing artifact is unavoidable. The ringing can be reduced 

by decreasing the sampling period, as shown in Figure 3.2.4(b). If the sampling period can 

be reduced to 40-nm with unit pulses of 20-nm width, PSNR improves significantly to 22.8 

dB, as shown in Figure 3.2.4(b), and the reconstruction can effectively restore the original 

object of Figure 3.2.2(a) with a sampling period of 25 nm (Figure 3.2.4(c)) in which case 

PSNR = 25.6 dB. 
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Figure 3.2.4 The image acquired by S-SLM with sampling parameters: (a) Λ = 80 nm and 

w = 40 nm, (b) Λ = 40 nm and w = 20 nm, and (c) Λ = 25 nm and w = 20 nm. 

 

 

The effect of sampling period and pulse width of a unit pulse comb on the image 

reconstruction was investigated more comprehensively, assuming symmetrical pulses in 

the lateral plane, i.e., Λx = Λy  Λ and wx = wy  w, for a range of 10 nm  Λ  300 nm and 

5 nm  w  295 nm in a step of 5 nm. To consider the random nature of sampling 

displacement of unit pulses within a period, the sampling phase ϕ was randomized in 0  ϕ 

< 2 with a /2 step along x and y axis, i.e., a period is divided into 4 fragments along each 

axis and phases were obtained from 16 possible locations of unit pulses, whereby average 

and standard deviation were calculated. Note that the width cannot be larger than the period 

(w < Λ) for both N-SLM and S-SLM. 
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Figure 3.2.5 Characteristics of sampling with unit pulses as the pulse period () is varied: 

(a) average PSNR for N-SLM with underlying curves fitted in sigmoids. Dashed line 

represents PSNR corresponding to the diffraction limit and indicates that N-SLM cannot 

outperform a diffraction-limited system. Inset shows a complete PSNR map with period 

() and width (w). (b) The standard deviation of PSNR (PSNR), which is associated with 

samling phase, for N-SLM. Underlying curves suggest overall trends. (c) Average PSNR 

for S-SLM and (d) its standard deviation. Also, underlying curves are used to suggest 

overall trends. For both N-SLM and S-SLM, longer periods tend to increase PSNR. In S-

SLM, PSNR can exceed that of diffraction-limit and is little affected by the pulse width. 

Inset shows a complete PSNR map interpolated with period () and width (w). 
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Figure 3.2.5 presents PSNR for N-SLM that was averaged over the range of 

sampling phase and shows that PSNR is strongly dependent on the sampling period (Λ). 

PSNR increases as the period decreases and eventually saturates with PSNRmax = 18.1 dB, 

which implies that image reconstruction may not outresolve the diffraction-limit. Put 

otherwise, as the sampling period increases, PSNR degrades monotonously from what 

corresponds to the diffraction limit. In the saturation region where PSNR coincides with 

diffraction-limited PSNR, maximum PSNR of N-SLM under the given wavelength is set 

by the MTF cutoff frequency (= 5.96/μm), as mentioned earlier. To a lesser degree, PSNR 

also depends on the width of a unit pulse (w), i.e., a longer pulse increases PSNR due to 

reduced aliasing. Inset of Figure 3.2.5(a) shows a PSNR map with respect to the period and 

the width of unit pulses and clearly confirms higher PSNR for a shorter period and a longer 

width approaching the period. Figure 3.2.5(b) shows standard deviation in PSNR (PSNR) 

as the sampling phase (ϕ) is varied. Considering that the sampling phase is practically 

difficult to control even if the shape of unit pulses is fixed, the deviation represents 

unpredictability of PSNR. Although the general characteristics of the deviation look 

complicated, it decreases with a shorter period and a longer width, i.e., higher PSNR tends 

to be accompanied by smaller deviation with the maximum deviation at 0.63 dB. 

For S-SLM, much different nature is observed, as shown in Figure 3.2.5(c). Most 

notably, PSNR is a strong function of pulse period in such a way that a shorter period 

increases PSNR and can be enhanced significantly beyond the diffraction limit. In contrast, 

pulse width affects PSNR little. The dashed line represents the diffraction limit and is 

obtained at around Λ = 155 nm. The highest PSNR was obtained as 25.6 dB at Λ = 25 nm. 

In other words, if an individual pulse can be switched, PSNR is improved by 7.5 dB or 2.37 

times, compared to diffraction-limited imaging, i.e., achievable PSNR is much higher by 

switching and decreases quickly to the PSNR without switching for long sampling periods. 

Considering that PSNR is an indirect measure of resolution, the result implies that effective 

resolution is enhanced from 170 nm (= λ/2NA) to 72 nm (= 170 nm/2.37), i.e., S-SLM can 

overcome Abbe diffraction limit. Although the increase of PSNR with a shorter period may 
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look similar to what was observed in Figure 3.2.5(a), the increase is much steeper. In S-

SLM, despite minor image degradation by limited MTF passband, the low-pass filter in Eq. 

(A4) plays a major role so that image resolution is mostly governed by the sampling period. 

In conventional microscopy, however, the cutoff frequency of MTF and the Rayleigh 

criterion have an inverse relationship stipulated by Fourier transforms [148] and the 

imaging resolution is fixed by the numerical aperture. The point spread function in S-SLM 

is inversely proportional to the cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter, which lays the basis 

for the increase of resolution when the sampling period is reduced. PSNR is enhanced much 

more efficiently as the period becomes shorter. In addition, PSNR tends to grow with a 

longer period in S-SLM, as presented in Figure 3.2.5(d). This may be an artifact due to the 

fixed number of sampling phase ϕ regardless of the period. PSNR is larger in S-SLM than 

in N-SLM with the maximum deviation reaching 0.99 dB, which is still significantly 

smaller than the achievable PSNRmax. Larger PSNR in S-SLM is associated with higher 

sensitivity to the sampling phase. In comparison, the effect of sampling phase is drowned 

by the diffraction-limited MTF in N-SLM and thus causes smaller deviation in PSNR. 

Figure 3.2.6 provides the dependence of PSNR on the pulse width. Without 

switching in N-SLM, PSNR increases with a longer pulse width. This is expected from 

Chapter 3.2.1.2 due to the reduced aliasing effect which is caused by the presence of a scale 

factor, sinc(wxfx)sinc(wyfy), as shown in Figure 3.2.6(a). The deviation clearly decreases 

with a longer width in Figure 3.2.6(b). The ratio of the pulse area to the total sample area 

becomes higher with a longer pulse width, thus the variation in the sampling location, 

which is represented by the fluctuation in sampling phase, shows less pronounced effect. 

Therefore, uncertainty is reduced with a longer pulse width. On the other hand, PSNR is 

little affected by the pulse width for S-SLM (Figure 3.2.6(c)), i.e., from linear fits, the 

PSNR change per unit aperture length is given by PSNR/L = 0.0007, 0.0001 and 0.0014 

dB/nm respectively for  = 150, 200, 250 nm. For comparison, PSNR/L = 0.0114, 0.0132 

and 0.0113 dB/nm in N-SLM for the same periods (Figure 3.2.6(a)). This emphasizes much 

less influence of the pulse width on PSNR (thus resolution) in S-SLM, particularly in the 
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case of a long sampling period. In S-SLM, aliasing does not occur because of the lack of 

crosstalk between neighboring samples even at high spatial frequency. PSNR shown in 

Figure 3.2.6(d) also decreases with a longer pulse width and the decrease is much more 

drastic for pulses with a shorter width. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.6 Characteristics of sampling with unit pulses as the pulse width (w) is varied: 

(a) average PSNR and (b) PSNR for N-SLM. (c) Average PSNR and (d) PSNR for S-

SLM. Underlying curves were fitted in sigmoids. For both N-SLM and S-SLM, longer 

widths reduce PSNR. 
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Summarizing this chapter, localization microscopy can achieve super-resolution 

based on switching of individual unit pulses for S-SLM. The achievable PSNR in the range 

of pulse widths and periods was obtained as 25.6 dB, 7.5 dB higher than the diffraction 

limit. 

 

 

3.2.3 Image reconstruction using surface-enhanced localized near-fields 

 

We now consider actual near-fields produced by surface nanohole arrays as the 

comb that excites fluorescence for far-field images. The main difference from the case of 

using unit pulses is the shape in the near-field as well as the presence of side modes and 

background that may create additional noise and cause PSNR to further degrade. For 

calculation, the aperture period (Λ) between nanoholes was varied from Λ = 40 to 250 nm 

with a 10-nm interval. At each period, the nanohole diameter or aperture width (w) was 

varied from 10 nm to a value that is 30 nm less than the period, i.e., 10 nm  w  Λ – 30 

nm, with an interval of 10 nm, i.e., the calculation was performed in a range narrower than 

the case of unit pulses. Figure 3.2.7 presents the near-field distribution for select 16 

combinations of Λ and w among total 300 cases that were calculated. To assess the quality 

of localized near-fields produced by each aperture on a quantitative basis, we have defined 

a main-mode ratio (MMR) as the ratio of optical power contained in the main peak whose 

relative field intensity exceeds 0.5 to the total optical power, i.e., 

MMR = |𝐸(𝒓)| 𝑑𝒓 |𝐸(𝒓)| 𝑑𝒓, (38) 

where S is a subset area where |E(r)|2 > 0.5 and the integral in the denominator is performed 

across the total area (Stotal). MMR represents how much power is concentrated in the 

localized spot and can be used as a simple metric of the degree of field localization. For 

unit pulses, field intensity at the spot is equal to unity while it is zero outside the pulse, 

therefore MMR = 1. MMR for localized fields becomes less than unity because of non-zero 
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field distribution in the background. Calculated MMR appears in Figure 3.2.7 for the 

presented nanohole patterns. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2.7 Near-field distributions that are produced by nanoholes (w = 10, 20, 30 and 

40 nm &  = 70, 90, 110, and 130 nm). Dashed circles represent the nanohole apertures. 

Scale bar: 20 nm. Scale bar is identical in rows. MMR for each nanohole aperture pattern 

is also presented. 
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Figure 3.2.8 Characteristics of sampling with surface-enhanced near-fields localized by 

arrays of nanoholes as the aperture period () and width (w) are varied: average PSNR for 

(a) N-SLM and (b) S-SLM with respect to the period (). Underlying curves were fitted in 

sigmoids and the dashed line represents PSNR corresponding to the diffraction limit. Insets 

show a complete PSNR map with period () and width (w). PSNR for (c) N-SLM and (d) 

S-SLM. Average PSNR for (e) N-SLM and (f) S-SLM with respect to the aperture width 

(w). PSNR: (g) N-SLM and (h) S-SLM. Inset in (g) shows the MMR which represents the 

degree of field localization produced by each aperture. 

 

 

If we compare PSNR, the overall behavior is similar to what was observed by 

sampling with unit pulses for both N-SLM and S-SLM, as shown in Figure 3.2.8(a) and 

(b), i.e., a shorter aperture period between localized fields increases PSNR. Similar to the 

case of using unit pulses, blurred image artifact outside the main mode was removed for 

improvement of image quality. In S-SLM, the achievable PSNR decreases when surface-

enhanced localized field is employed: for example, at Λ = 50 nm and w = 20 nm, PSNR = 

21.5 dB in contrast to 22.6 dB in the case of using unit pulses with identical sampling 

parameters. 1.1 dB (= 22.6 – 21.5 dB) penalty is presumably associated with reduced MMR 

due to the presence of side modes and background that interfere with the main mode of 

field localization. PSNR is smaller than using unit pulses for both N-SLM and S-SLM, as 

shown in Figure 3.2.8(c) and (d). The maximum PSNR and PSNR that were calculated 

under various scenarios are summarized in Table 2. Reduced PSNR is attributed to 

sampling pulses being larger, less abrupt, and more continuous in nature when near-fields 

are localized than unit pulses. Therefore, the variation that the combinations of different 

sampling positions and sampling phase give rise to becomes smaller, i.e., localized fields 

with a lower MMR may lead to reduced PSNR. In other words, if pulse width is 

significantly smaller than the difference between sampling positions, the variation can be 

proportionately larger. Effect of polarization was also checked with circularly polarized 
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light incidence: preliminary data suggest that PSNR changes little while PSNR is slightly 

reduced compared to that of linear polarization (data not shown). 

PSNR is little affected by the aperture width (Figure 3.2.8(e) and (f)), which agrees 

well with the behavior shown with unit pulses in Figure 3.2.6(a) and (c). One major 

difference with using localized fields is the deviation with respect to the aperture width 

shown in Figure 3.2.8(g) and (h). The results indicate the existence of a width at which the 

deviation reaches a maximum, rather than a monotonous decrease of PSNR with a longer 

width which we observed with unit pulses. The inset of Figure 3.2.8(g) which shows the 

MMR with respect to aperture width strongly suggests that the trend of PSNR should be 

closely correlated to MMR. In this sense, PSNR can be regarded as an indicator of near-

field localization mentioned earlier. 

The results of using localized near-fields for sampling suggest that the imaging 

characteristics should be largely consistent with the case of unit pulses. Super-resolved data 

can be extracted using localized light fields by switching in S-SLM, the precision of which 

is dominated by the degree of localization. Although there is penalty in the achievable 

PSNR (approximately 1 dB under identical sampling parameters) compared to unit pulse 

sampling, super-resolution may be obtained for full-field microscopy. Highest PSNR was 

calculated to be 22.0 dB in this case, i.e., 3.9 dB enhancement implies effective resolution 

on the order of 108 nm in the range of parameters that we considered when sampling with 

fields localized by nanohole apertures. The penalty may be reduced or even avoided if 

apertures that are more efficient in localization than nanoholes, such as nanogaps, are 

employed. Spatial localization as a result of various apertures was described elsewhere 

[138]. 
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Table 2 Maximum PSNR and PSNR obtained by N-SLM and S-SLM based on sampling 

with unit pulses and localized fields. The presented PSNR and PSNR only reflect the 

results in the range of sampling parameters that were considered. Parentheses are the 

sampling parameters with which specific PSNR and PSNR were obtained. 

 

 PSNRmax (dB) PSNRmax (dB) 

 N-SLM S-SLM N-SLM S-SLM 

Unit pulse 
sampling 

18.1 

( = 20 nm and 
w = 10 nm) 

25.6 

( = 25 nm and 
w = 20 nm) 

0.63 

( = 250 nm and 
w = 10 nm) 

0.99 

( = 70 nm and 
w = 20 nm) 

 

 

3.2.4 Discussion 

 

We have found the highest effective resolution on the order of 70 nm using unit 

pulses and 100 nm with localized fields. Obviously, a shorter pulse period can lead to a 

higher resolution: if we estimate the feature size in commercially available fabrication to 

lie between 10 and 20 nm, the highest resolution that is practically meaningful may be 

under 50 nm. With a nanostructure on a subnanometer scale, quantum effect kicks in and 

may nullify assumptions made in this study. With 1-nm presumed as the ultimate period, 

PSNR  39 dB, which corresponds to 15 nm as the highest resolution theoretically possible. 

What was found in this study shows both strengths and weaknesses of full-field 

nanoscopy based on near-field super-localization. Above all, it was found that full-field 

super-resolution can be achieved by spatial switching of localized fields. Main determinant 

of the resolution is the period between sampling fields, which in fact reflects the Nyquist-

Shannon sampling theorem. The super-localization technique that we investigated here has 

the scanning nature in common with other spatial sampling approaches including STED 
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microscopy, which relies on fluorescence emission and depletion to reduce point spread 

and scans the reduced PSF. This is also true with the methods such as PALM or STORM 

which sample in the time domain rather than spatially. Depending on the specific 

approaches available for localizing near-field and switching it, S-SLM can be an alternative 

to the established super-resolution microscopy techniques. 

 

 

3.2.5 Summary 

 

We have explored how to achieve super-resolution in localization-based 

microscopy. The results suggest that images at super-resolution beyond the diffraction limit 

can be obtained by spatial switching of localized sampling fields for S-SLM. For 

comparison, N-SLM is much easier to implement, which cannot outresolve the diffraction 

limit. For the range of periods and widths of sampling pulses that we considered here, it 

was found that the period is the main factor that determines resolution and should be shorter 

than 150 nm to attain super-resolution. Use of near-fields localized by periodic 

nanoapertures instead of ideal unit pulses for sampling suffers from penalty in the 

achievable resolution by less than 1-dB in terms of PSNR. The penalty is associated with 

side modes and background present in surface electromagnetic wave distribution. Highest 

resolution that may be achievable under full-field microscopy is estimated as 70 nm with 

unit pulses which may be further enhanced by optimizing sampling parameters. 
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3.3 Live cell imaging using localized surface plasmon 

 

In Chapter 3.2, we have discussed localized-based full-field microscopy with field 

induced by periodic nanostructures. Although periodic nanostructures have an advantage 

of using well-defined classical sampling theorem, the fabrication is often difficult and 

limited due to the use of low-throughput lithographic processes. For this reason, 

nanopatterns such as nanoparticles or nanoislands were synthesized and arranged in a 

pseudorandom array for improved image resolution [136,160]. Advantages of the random 

nanopatterns are clear: they are easy to synthesize and sophisticated fabrication equipment 

is not required. Therefore, use of random nanopatterns has far exceeded imaging 

applications, such as in the enhancement of optical signals in light-emitting diodes [161], 

biosensors [162,163,164,165,166,167], and photodetectors [168]. Also, nanoholes in a 

random configuration were used as detection substrates based on light extinction [169,170]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.1 Schematic illustration of SP-enhanced randomly activated (SUPRA) 

microscopy. In conventional microscopy in (a), fluorescent molecules (shown in orange) 

are excited within a field-of-view. In contrast, SUPRA microscopy in (b) has target 

fluorescence excited by the field that is localized by nanodot arrays within a field-of-view. 
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Despite the simplicity of the sample preparation, however, use of random 

nanopatterns suffers from the difficulty in obtaining super-resolved images because the 

randomness in the patterns and the near-field that arises almost prohibits deconvolution for 

image reconstruction. In this chapter, we investigate SP-enhanced randomly activated 

(SUPRA) microscopy based on aligned blocks of temperature-controlled random nanodot 

arrays to produce super-resolved images by performing image deconvolution and yet 

retaining the simplicity of nanosynthesis. Target fluorescence is excited by the field 

localized by the nanodot arrays, as shown in the schematic illustrated in Figure 3.3.1. While 

the point-spread function (PSF) of far-field optics does not change, PSF is reduced 

effectively due to the localization by the nanodot arrays to be much smaller than the 

diffraction limit. Super-resolved images can be obtained by acquisition with far-field optics 

and reconstruction. Although we focus on mass-producible random nanodots here, we 

emphasize that the approach is not specific to nanodot patterns, but can be extended to 

imaging techniques based on arbitrary nanostructures for the excitation of near-fields and 

the image acquisition in the far-field. Also, SUPRA microscopy can be extremely powerful 

from a commercial perspective, as it allows a simple optical microscope to be transformed 

into one with super-resolution if an image is acquired on a nanopatterned surface and more 

importantly the resolution can be achieved on demand, depending on the pattern. Note that 

SUPRA microscopy in principle requires perfect registration between near-field 

distribution created by synthesized pseudorandom nanopatterns and acquired far-field 

images. The registration is enabled by synthesizing random patterns in pre-aligned blocks 

which can be matched and aligned in the far field. In this study, the concept of SUPRA 

microscopy was validated by imaging the distribution of phalloidin in a cell cultured, which 

binds filamentous actin (F-actin) and is thus highly useful for localizing actin filaments and 

visualizing their distribution in cells with light microscopy [171,172,173]. 
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3.3.1. Methods and materials 

 

3.3.1.1 Synthesis of random nanodot arrays 

For the preparation of aligned island blocks, a 2-nm thick chrome adhesion layer 

and a silver film were deposited on BK7 glass substrate. After polymethyl methacrylate 

resist (Allresist™, Strausberg, Germany) was spin-coated on the silver film, a square block 

of 12.2  12.2 m2 in size was lithographically defined in an overall area of 1  1 mm2 and 

developed. This is followed by the deposition of a 10-nm thick silver film, which is 

temperature-annealed in a baking oven under high temperature (200°C) for 5 min and is 

transformed into islands. Lift-off of silver was then performed by removing the resist layer. 

 

 

3.3.1.2. Numerical calculation of near-fields 

To understand the effects of geometrical parameters of nanodot arrays, we have 

calculated the near-field distribution using RCWA. RCWA has been used successfully to 

calculate optical characteristics of various nanostructures [ 174 , 175 , 176 ]. For the 

calculation, 40 × 40 spatial harmonic orders were employed with TM polarized light 

incidence at θ = 60° and λ = 488 nm. For accurate calculation of nanodot array patterns, a 

SEM image of a nanodot array sample was transferred into a binary mask with a unit size 

of a single pixel at 48 nm. 

 

 

3.3.1.3 Optical set-up 

The main data were measured by a laser TIRFM system (Eclipse TE2000-E, 

Nikon, Japan). The optical set-up employs a diode laser (λ = 488 nm, 20 mW, Sapphire 

488-20, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) as light source. The incident light passes through 

a polarizer (ratio 100:1), which consists of polarization maintaining fiber patch cords and 

connectors, on an oil-immersion objective lens (CFI Apochromat TIRF 60x, NA = 1.49, 
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Nikon) that interfaces a cover-glass dish substrate, where silver nanodot array substrates 

are mounted. Light incidence at the interface was estimated at 60° and maintained 

throughout the experiments. Fluorescence images were acquired by an electron-

multiplying charge coupled device (EM-CCD) camera (C9100-12, Hamamatsu, Japan) 

through a bandpass filter (#74400, EX 450-490, DM 505, BA 520, Chroma, Rockingham, 

VT, USA). 

 

 

3.3.1.4 Cell culture 

For experimental validation of SUPRA microscopy, we tested with mouse 

macrophage-like cell line of J774. J774 cells were cultured on metal films containing 

surface nanodot arrays for 24 h in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum, penicillin and streptomycin, and 2 mM L-glutamate in a 5% CO2 humidified 

incubator. Metal films were incubated with 1% gelatin solution (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 

5 min at room temperature to enhance biocompatibility and washed with RPMI 1640 

medium. Cell viability was evaluated to confirm biocompatibility on silver film and 

nanodots by cell counting kit-8 assay (CCK-8, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), which 

determined the cell viability on nanodot array samples to be around ~86%. For SEM, J774 

cells were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde overnight at 4°C and were subjected to critical 

point drying. To obtain cytoskeletal images of F-actin, cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde and stained with 1 µM phalloidin-FITC (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), which 

is used to selectively stain F-actin and prevent its depolymerization by interfering between 

F-actin subunits and locking adjacent subunits together, for 30 min at room temperature. 
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3.3.2. Results and discussion 

 

3.3.2.1 Nanodot characteristics 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscope (AFM) images 

of blocked nanodot array samples are shown in Figure 3.3.2(a) and (b), respectively. The 

investigation of the distribution of nanodot size and separation between nanodots shown in 

Figure 3.3.2(c) reveals that the average nanodot size increases with the silver-film thickness 

(df) used to synthesize the nanodots, almost linearly: at df = 10, 15 and 20 nm, average 

nanodot size was obtained as 143.4 ± 113.2, 194.0 ± 267.5, and 237.0 ± 267.2 nm (center 

± width), respectively, when fit in a normal distribution as shown in Figure 3.3.2(c), i.e., a 

5-nm increase of silver enlarges nanodots by 46.8 nm on average. The correlation between 

the average nanodot size and df was obtained as R = 0.9978. Also observed is that the 

separation varies less significantly from 25 to 75 nm as df changes between 10 and 20 nm. 

Overall, the results indicate that the nanodot distributions may be controlled statistically by 

varying process parameters such as the film thickness and thus can be used to modify the 

characteristics of near-field localization. 
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Figure 3.3.2 (a) SEM images of blocked random nanodot array samples. Inset: magnified 

image of nanodot arrays shown as a square in an area of 2   2 m2. (b) AFM image of 

nanodots. (c) Size distribution of nanodot arrays 

 

 

3.3.2.2 Numerical results 

Despite the good biocompatibility and chemical stability of gold, we have used 

silver for nanodot arrays because of far superior plasmonic enhancement [177]. Figure 

3.3.3(a) shows the evanescent wave intensity (|E|2) distribution in 3D and 2D that is 

overlaid with the nanodot array patterns. Localization of electromagnetic fields on the 

silver nanodot arrays to form localized hot spots is clear, although it tends to be less 

localized near the edge of a block due to the SP propagation. Size analysis of the intensity 

profiles obtained from Figure 3.3.3(a) was performed with ImageJ after defining the size 

of localized fields as the diameter at which intensity of the fields is twice as high as that of 

incident light when the localized field is assumed to be circularly symmetric. The results 

presented in Figure 3.3.3(b) in terms of a size distribution histogram strongly suggest that 

the size should fall in the range of 100 - 150 nm. The histogram fits well with a Cauchy-

Lorentzian distribution with center and width at 135 and 160 nm, respectively.  
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Figure 3.3.3 (a) 3D and 2D near-field intensity (|E|2) distribution overlaid with a nanodot 

array pattern of Figure 1. (b) Histogram of spot size from size analyses performed for the 

near-field data. The results show that the size is the most likely to fall in the range of 100 

– 150 nm in terms of modes. The histogram is fitted well with a Lorentz-Cauchy 

distribution function. 

 

 

3.3.2.3 Image reconstruction 

Image reconstruction beyond the diffraction limit can be performed by deconvolving the 

spatial distribution of detected phalloidin fluorescence assuming that the distribution of 

localized fields is known a priori. From the linear imaging theory, a far-field image I(x,y) 

is related to the near-field distribution f(,), where (x,y) and (,) represent 2D coordinates 

of image and object plane, as follows: 

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = [𝑓(𝜉, 𝜂)𝑔(𝜉, 𝜂) ⊗ ℎ(𝑥 − 𝜉, 𝑦 − 𝜂). (39) 
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In Eq. (39), h(,) is the PSF of the far-field optics. g(,) denotes the molecular 

distribution under imaging and the molecular density of fluorescent probes is not assumed 

to limit the imaging characteristics. Despite the simplicity, Eq. (39) reveals the nature of 

SUPRA microscopy and how it achieves super-resolution, i.e., what is measured is the 

fluorescence image sampled by the localized near-fields and then convolved by the far-

field PSF. Images can be reconstructed by the effective PSF that is much smaller than the 

diffraction limit associated with f(,). Simple deconvolution based on Eq. (39) to obtain 

g(,) is often quite difficult because the process is ill-posed and involves many operations 

of division by zero and amplification of noise that can lead to major artifacts [178]. For this 

reason, image reconstruction was performed based on estimation in which random 

fluorophore distributions are generated to match a measured image field probabilistically. 

The procedure relies on the field distribution as the stochastic probability of fluorescence 

excitation. After being weighted by near-fields, an optimum distribution that produces a 

far-field image closest to the measured image was found. 

Our implementation of the deconvolution process starts with image resizing. An object 

located on the blocked nanodot arrays (12.2 × 12.2 μm2 in size) is presented as a 115 × 115 

pixel image when captured by CCD. Thus, a single pixel is approximately 106 × 106 nm2, 

which may be too coarse to express an object. Therefore, an image was first enlarged to be 

of 510 × 510 pixels. The distribution of fluorescent dyes is assumed to be random. Then, 

the number of total fluorescent dyes was estimated so as to minimize the error ε, which is 

defined as an l2 norm of image difference between Î(x,y) and I(x,y). Here, Î(x,y) and I(x,y) 

represent intermediate fluorescence image corresponding to an estimated molecular 

distribution ĝ(ξ,η) and true intensity image. The relation can be expressed as 

𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = [𝑓(𝜉, 𝜂)𝑔(𝜉, 𝜂) ⊗ ℎ(𝑥 − 𝜉, 𝑦 − 𝜂) (40) 

𝜀 = 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)

,

. (41) 

Once the number of fluorescent dyes with a minimum l2 norm is found in range, estimated 

Î(x,y) is calculated repetitively which corresponds to random dye distribution ĝ(ξ,η) so that 
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the l2 norm is further minimized to find ĝ(ξ,η) ≈ g(ξ,η). This process may be simplified 

mathematically as follows: 

𝑎𝑟𝑔 min
( , )

𝜀 = {𝑔(𝜉, 𝜂)|𝜀 = 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)

,

, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑔(𝜉, 𝜂) = 𝑁

,

} (42) 

which is similar in concept to an earlier study, although specific implementation of the 

algorithm is different [179]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.4 Epifluorescence and SUPRA images of cells after reconstruction measured at 

two different sample points (1,2). (a) Epifluorescence image: the squares represent a 

nanodot block. Magnified images are in (b-d): (b) epifluorescence, (c) raw data, and (d) 

SUPRA after reconstruction. The scale bar: 2 m. For (e), reconstructed SUPRA images 

were used in place of raw images. The scale bar: 5 m.  
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Figure 3.3.4 shows the images of two different cells before and after 

reconstruction where image areas outside the reconstructed block correspond to measured 

raw data. The dashed square represents a block of random nanodot arrays in a size of 12.2 

 12.2 μm2. Epifluorescence images show blurred plasma membrane F-actin (Figure 3.3.4a 

and b) and it is difficult to identify cytoplasmic F-actin at two different points. However, 

after raw images of Figure 3.3.4(c) reconstructed, SUPRA images of cells show F-actin in 

resting state of J774 cells, which present actin cytoskeleton with minimally polarized and 

diffusely organized active filaments (Figure 3.3.4(d) and (e)). For comparison of the images 

on nanodot arrays, control experiments were performed with fluorescent nanobeads on 

plasmonic nanodots without cells (not shown) and the disparity of the control images show 

that the image presented in Figure 3.3.4(d) and (e) is not just the network of random 

plasmonic field localization, but clearly reflects the structure of actin cytoskeleton. Whole 

cell images of Figure 3.3.4(e) emphasize the enhancement of image resolution. Because 

the enhancement is achieved by the field localization due to metallic random nanodot arrays, 

the resolution is strongly dependent on the size of localized fields and thus is not spatially 

constant. In agreement with the size of localized fields, the resolution is estimated to be in 

the range of 100-150 nm, i.e., molecules that are apart from each other by this distance can 

be resolved. In this sense, the size should be one of the main factors that determine the 

accuracy of SUPRA microscopy and stronger field localization is in general desired to 

produce a smaller field. From the signal processing standpoint, the reconstruction presented 

in Figure 3.3.4(d) and (e) represents an image of cytoskeletal actin filament that is sampled 

by the pseudorandom arrays of hot spots created by nanodots. 

The effectiveness of SUPRA microscopy depends on the distribution of localized 

fields, target concentration, and more explicitly the size of target molecules relative to the 

localized fields. If the density of field localization is high such that two hot spots (or more) 

are imaged by an imaging pixel in the far-field, the fluorescence excited by the two hot 

spots cannot be resolved. The distribution of localized fields shown in Figure 3.3.3 suggests 

that this should not be the case and that an imaging pixel may not have more than one 
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localized field. 

The way that SUPRA microscopy is affected by target concentration is related to 

the sparseness of field localization, i.e., imaging performed at localized fields prefers target 

concentration that is much higher than the distribution of localized fields. In regard to the 

size, SUPRA is effective for single target imaging if the target is approximately equal in 

size to the spatial scale of localized fields. In this study, FITC-conjugated phalloidin is 

much smaller than the localized fields. This sets the limit on the number of phalloidin 

molecules that SUPRA microscopy can be used to detect. 

 

 

3.3.2.4 Effect of misregistration 

Note also that SUPRA microscopy, since it acquires data in the far-field, presumes 

perfect alignment between near-field distribution and far-field images within the diffraction 

limit. Maximum misalignment is estimated to be on the order of one CCD pixel. This 

affects the near-field distribution used for the image reconstruction and can ultimately 

change reconstructed images. The reconstructed images assuming the registration 

corresponding to the misalignment in the lateral plane are presented in Figure 3.3.5. The 

results confirm that the correlation between reconstructed images remain very high with 

correlation coefficient R exceeding 81%, regardless of the direction that the registration 

takes place. In fact, assuming the maximum misalignment to be fixed, the correlation is 

degraded as the image resolution improves, because image reconstruction becomes more 

sensitive to the misalignment. In this sense, the results suggest the effect of far-field 

registration to be negligible in the course of image reconstruction. 
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Figure 3.3.5 Effects of registration in the lateral plane on the image reconstruction: the 

case of perfect registration at the center and registration assumed to the right, left, top, and 

bottom direction. Correlation coefficient R is shown to remain higher than 81% regardless 

of the way that the registration takes place. 

 

 

3.3.3 Summary 

 

In conclusion, we have investigated the feasibility of super-resolution microscopy 

with silver nanodot arrays. The concept was experimentally validated for visualizing 

intracellular actin filaments. The image resolution is mainly determined by the size of 
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localized fields in the range of 100-150 nm. The biggest advantage of SUPRA microscopy 

lies in the ease of synthesis and wide availability of random nanopatterns to achieve super-

resolution. Also, the patterns can be synthesized to vary the degree of randomness and thus 

the imaging characteristics. Further enhancement of image resolution may be feasible, for 

example, by combining SUPRA microscopy with switching of localized fields by a known 

distance. 
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3.4 Spatial light switching using localized surface plasmon based 

imaging 

 

Disordered random nanopatterns have drawn tremendous interests in various 

applications: for instance, random nanopatterns were employed to enhancement of Raman 

signals [166,180,181,182,183,184], biological sensing [163], resonant energy transfer 

[185,186], spontaneous light emission [187], and solar cells [188,189], modulation of 

fluorescence and photoluminescence [190,191,192,193], and electroluminescence of light-

emitting diodes [161] and to implement broadband photodetectors [194]. Also, enhanced 

SPR detection was performed using random nanoislands 

[167,195,196,197,198,199,200,201,202,203,204], while theoretical sensitivity limit was 

explored on nanoislands [205]. In addition, random gold-glass nanocomposites were used 

to produce near-field localization [206] and plasmonic heating for fluidic manipulation 

[207]. On the other hand, morphologies of unannealed and annealed nanoislands have been 

extensively analyzed by AFM and TEM [208,209]. 

In this sense, optical properties exhibited by random nanopatterns are important 

to understand: as an average, they have been investigated exhaustively in regard to far-field 

applications, where average behavior takes more importance. In contrast, near-field optical 

properties remain relatively unclear despite the emergence of applications that would 

require understanding of near-fields. For example, co-localization of biomolecular 

interactions in the near-fields was associated with far-field sensitivity enhancement of SPR 

biosensing [75,76,210]. Also, there have been studies of super-resolution microscopy using 

randomly patterned substrates either by compensating phase formed in the near-field with 

a spatial light modulator [211] or by deconvolving far-field light waves with random near-

field distribution [37,136]. In fact, near-fields produced by random metal composites were 

actively studied, often associated with Anderson localization whereby the distance between 

localized fields was found to increase with wavelength [212]. Clearly, the excitation of 

localized near-fields depends directly on the distribution of random nanopatterns. On the 
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other hand, numerical results suggest that mainly inter-particle separation and particle 

shape tend to affect the excitation, while the effect of other parameters such as light 

incidence is largely limited to the near-field intensity [136]. In addition, the statistical 

distribution of near-field intensity produced by metallic semi-continuous films was shown 

to follow a probability density function exponentially decreasing with intensity, hinting at 

relatively rare formation of extreme light localization [ 213 , 214 ] and localized and 

delocalized modes may coexist [215]. High near-field intensity may not coincide with 

strong plasmon resonance, particularly for nanostructures, due to phase-change in metal 

absorption [216,217]. 

The growing attention to random nanostructure is mainly related to the possibility 

of implementing diverse patterns in a large quantity and more importantly the ease of 

synthesis because its fabrication can be performed without sophisticated nanoscale 

lithography [202]. The fabrication of nanoislands is performed most dominantly by 

temperature annealing in which a sample deposited with a thin film of metal such as gold 

or silver is heated, whereby thin film morphology is transformed into semi-continuous 

nanocomposite structures through macroscopic heat transfer across a substrate. The 

formation of nanocomposites as a result of annealing is typically associated with solid-state 

dewetting [218,219,220] or sintering [221,222,223].  

In this study, we explore use of random nanocomposite patterns for enhancement 

of image resolution in microscopy based on excitation of SP. Fluorescence emission in the 

SP-associated evanescent fields has been the basis for plasmon-enhanced microscopy. 

Furthermore, the use of various subwavelength plasmonic structures allows evanescent 

fields to be laterally localized and to produce confined light volume for super-localized 

imaging of molecular events [37,139,141, 224 ]. Despite the feasibility of imaging 

applications with random nanoislands, simple localization of light for microscopy remains 

limited mainly in two ways: first, extremely localized light volume does not directly 

translate to super-resolution. Second, arrays of localized light waves do not cover a full 

imaging field, which creates a ‘forbidden region’ that cannot be accessed by localized light 
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fields [13], i.e., target molecules are imaged only if they overlap with localized field 

distribution. Less dominantly, extreme light localization is often accompanied by sidelobe 

modes that can cause crosstalk noise in the image. In order to address these limits, spatial 

light switching of incident light fields may be employed based on periodic nanoaperture 

arrays [119]. Such a technique may achieve super-resolution by sampling a target event 

with various momentum components of localized light fields. In a way, the approach is 

analogous to reconstructing an exact image with a basis set that consists of image bases 

obtained by momentum sampling. In this paper, we extend the concept of this technique 

with random nanocomposite patterns that are more available than periodic patterns. 

 

 

3.4.1 Method and materials 

 

3.4.1.1 Sample preparation 

Nanoislands were first synthesized by temperature annealing in order to establish 

morphological data for theoretical modeling and calculation. For the fabrication of gold 

nanoislands, BK7 glass substrate was first cleaned with acetone and isopropyl alcohol 

(IPA), and then diluted by sonication. Next, a gold thin film was deposited by thermal 

evaporation on the glass substrate. To induce dewetting process of gold, samples were 

annealed at high temperature (500°C) by baking on a hotplate. The random composites 

were formed on a 10-nm thick gold film. Temperature annealing time can be one of the 

factors that can significantly affect the morphology of random nanocomposites: the time 

was limited to 60 min in this study. 
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3.4.1.2 Numerical simulation 

The near-field distribution induced on the surface of gold nanoislands was 

calculated using three-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) method. 

Morphological data of nanoislands was obtained using AFM in a frame of 3 × 3 μm2. Each 

frame consists of 256 × 256 pixels with 1 pixel = 19.5 × 19.5 nm2. For the modeling of 

nanoislands, each line along x axis was transferred to a mesh with a 19.5-nm width and 

therefore 3 × 3 μm2 sized nanoislands were modeled into 256 meshes. The grid size for 

calculation was set to 5 × 5 × 5 nm3 (x × y × z). Refractive index of gold and BK7 glass 

substrate was 1.056 + j1.805 and 1.522, respectively, for  = 488 nm and taken from Ref. 

[225]. Electric field distribution in the lateral (xy) plane was obtained in a step of 5 nm 

along the depth (z) axis from the bottom of a nanoisland (h = 0 nm) to h = 300 nm, i.e., 

electric field distribution was obtained at 61 axial planes. 

 

 

3.4.1.3 Geometrical analysis of nanoislands 

The distribution of near fields and island geometry was analyzed using custom-

made codes in Matlab to understand field-geometry correlation. The raw morphology 

was acquired by AFM. An area of 3 × 3 μm2 was captured at two randomly selected 

positions. Nanoisland distribution at a specific axial distance (h) as well as the center of 

mass of an individual island was obtained from AFM morphological data. In addition, 

following geometrical parameters were extracted. 

First, the cross-section area (A), the maximum height (H) measured from the surface 

(h = 0) to the top, and the eccentricity (E) of each island were extracted. For calculation of 

the island area A, AFM images were transferred to binary data with a 10-nm threshold, i.e., 

an area that is at least 10 nm axially above the surface (h = 0) was assumed to form an 

island. The cross-section of a nanoisland in the lateral plane may be approximated as an 

ellipse, eccentricity E may be obtained. Also, the average distance to the three nearest 

neighboring islands (D3) and to the nearest island (D1) from an individual island were 
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obtained. Both D1 and D3 describe the center-to-center distances. 

From these data, secondary geometrical parameters were calculated: the island size 

(S) of an island as the diameter if the island is equated with a circle at the bottom surface 

of a nanoisland (h = 0) with an identical cross-section area A in the lateral plane. Assuming 

that S and H form a cylindrical post, we can define an aspect ratio (AR) as the ratio of the 

axial height (H) to the island size, AR = H/S. The parameters were statistically analyzed for 

all nanoislands in the area. 

 

 

3.4.1.4 Near-field analysis 

For the near-field analysis, the near field intensity distribution was transformed into 

a binary mask pattern based on thresholding with threshold intensity Ith = 1.5I0. This process 

ensures that relatively strong near-field intensity remains and is segmented. For simplicity, 

the segmented near-fields, although they take various shapes, were approximated as a circle 

with the diameter Df = 2(Af/)1/2, where Af denotes the cross-sectional area of a localized 

near-field after segmentation and varies for each channel mode. The areal differences of 

single channel and multi-channel spatial light switching were analyzed based on a coverage 

ratio (Rc). The coverage ratio is defined as the ratio of the area covered by the localized 

fields produced in each channel mode to the total surface area (Atotal) excluding the area 

occupied by nanoislands, i.e., Rc(Chij) = Af(Chij)/[Atotal – A]. 

In order to assess the near-field characteristics produced by an individual 

nanoisland, we have defined and calculated two quantities: field island displacement (FID) 

and field orientation angle (FOA). FID is defined as the separation between the center of a 

nanoisland (Cisland) and the center of the nearest localized light field (Cfield), i.e., FID = 

|Cisland  Cfield|, and quantifies the position of a localized field with respect to the nanoisland. 

Here, Cfield was acquired by averaging the intensity-weighted position of pixels. FOA is 

defined as the angle that the line connecting Cfield and Cisland makes against the x-axis. 
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3.4.1.5 Optical setup 

For experimental confirmation of near-field switching, a custom-built TIRF 

microscope was used to acquire fluorescence images. A TIRF lens (NA = 1.49, oil 

immersion, UAPON 100XOTRIF, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was equipped on a 

conventional inverted microscope (IX-73, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). A 488-nm laser (Obis 

488 LS, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used as light source that was p-polarized. For precise 

angle tuning, a linear motor stage (M-UTM150PP.1, Newport, Irvine, CA, USA) was 

employed and the angle of incidence angle calibrated using critical angle as a reference 

[118]. Fluorescence images were captures by an sCMOS camera (Zyla 4.2, Andor 

Technology, Belfast, UK). 

Near-field distribution was more directly obtained by near-field scanning optical 

microscope (NSOM) based on a commercial near-field optical microscope (SNLG102NTF, 

NT-MDT, Moscow, Russia). A tapered optical fiber probe (MONO450, LovaLite, 

Besançon, France) was used with a metallized aperture of 70-nm diameter coated with 

aluminum. The illumination optics were custom-built in a design similar to the TIRF 

microscope with oblique light incidence. 

 

 

3.4.1.6 Notations 

Spatial light switching depends on switching light incidence in different channel 

modes. The schematics of channel modes for which we consider random nanocomposite 

nanoislands are illustrated in Figure 3.4.1, in which incident light is modulated in 14 

different illumination channels varied with three incident angles and four directions as well 

as normal incidence. The incident light is assumed to be a p-polarized plane wave of 

wavelength  = 488 nm. We have defined θin as the angle of incidence with respect to the 

z axis (normal to the xy plane). θin was varied from 0º to 30º, 50º, and 70º. The light 

incidence in which incident light momentum kin contained in the xz plane was defined as 

x-incidence and kin contained in the yz plane defined as y-incidence. For simplicity, we did 
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not consider other conditions of light incidence. 

In order to avoid confusion in channel definition, we have used the channel notation 

Chij, where i runs over 3, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 correspondingly to θin = 70º, 50º, 30º, 

0º, 30º, 50º, and 70º with j = x or y representing the two incidence conditions. The 14 

channel modes consist of 7 channels in the x-incidence (Chix, -3  i  3) and the other 7 in 

the y-incidence (Chiy, -3  i  3). Channels at normal incidence (Ch0x and Ch0y) have 

orthogonal polarization directions. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.1 Schematic illustration of random nanocomposite islands (gold) on glass 

substrates (BK7) with 14 channels for spatial light switching: x and y incidence channel 

modes Ch(i)x and Ch(i)y (i = 1, 2, and 3) are both p-polarized and represented by the arrows. 

Angle of light incidence in varies depending on the channel modes. Channel modes with 

normal light incidence are not shown.  
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3.4.2 Results and discussion 

 

3.4.2.1 Nanoisland characteristics 

An AFM image of a random nanocomposite island sample synthesized by 

conventional temperature annealing for 60 minutes is presented in Figure 3.4.2(a). From 

the morphology data, characteristic features were extracted and analyzed, which is plotted 

as histograms in Figure 3.4.2(b-g) for island size (S), height (H), aspect ratio (AR), 

eccentricity (E), distance from an individual island to the three nearest neighboring islands 

(D3), and distance to the nearest island (D1). Figure 3.4.2(b-g) also shows an average and a 

width obtained by fitting to a Gaussian distribution. From the analysis, the average 

nanoisland size was determined to be S = 216.1 ± 103.9 nm (s.d. n = 77), which is on a par 

with the diffraction limit (0.61  λ / NA = 200 nm at λ = 488 nm and NA = 1.49), assuming 

a high numerical aperture objective lens to be employed. Figure 3.4.2(e) implies that the 

temperature annealing produces nanoislands with an elliptical base at E = 0.706 ± 0.364 

and H = 58.5 ± 39.4 nm (s.d. n = 77). The distance to the nearest island D1 was obtained to 

be about 30% larger than the island size S, i.e., D1/S = 280.7/216.1 = 1.30  0.87. With 

more neighbors in account, the average distance becomes longer so that D3/S = 338.6/216.1 

= 1.57  0.91. 
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Figure 3.4.2 (a) Synthesized nanoisland morphology by AFM after temperature annealing 

for 60 minutes. Histograms of nanoisland characteristics: (b) size (S), (c) height (H), (d) 

aspect ratio (AR), (e) eccentricity (E), (f) distance from an individual island to the three 

nearest neighboring islands (D3), and (g) distance to the nearest island (D1). Each of the 

data set is fitted to a Gaussian distribution. The center and the width of the distribution are 

shown on the upper right corner of each histogram. 

 

 

3.4.2.2 Spatial light switching of localized fields on nanoislands: displacement 

The near-field distribution formed under the 14 channel illuminations is presented 

in Figure 3.4.3(a) and (b). Among the calculated z-stacked near-field data, Figure 3.4.3(a) 

and (b) show the distribution at an axial height of 50 nm from the bottom surface of 

nanoislands. Under the normal light incidence (Ch0x and Ch0y), we have not observed near-

fields as well-localized as under the modes at larger angle of incidence, because plasmon 
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momentum-matching is not satisfied unlike the mode corresponding to a large angle of 

incidence in which momentum-matched high spatial frequency of an oblique incident 

wave-vector induces strong plasmon coupling of light in nanoislands. The angle-dependent 

plasmon coupling was observed in many studies using various nanoaperture patterns 

[226,227,228]. In Figure 3.4.3(c), the size of a localized field, which is a direct indicator of 

the degree of localized light confinement, is statistically quantified. Clearly, under oblique 

light incidence, the size ranges from 48.8 ~ 77.3 nm, although it varies depending on the 

angle of incidence and light polarization, in contrast to 144.9 nm (Ch0x) and 127.7 nm (Ch0y) 

with normal incidence. In other words, normal light incidence delocalizes the near-field by 

more than twice in terms of size. 

We now focus on the change of near-field distribution among the 12 channel modes 

(except for the normal incidence Ch0x and Ch0y). First, we have not seen a clear trend in the 

size of a localized field with respect to the incident angle, as long as it is under the oblique 

incidence. Change of light incidence excites different polarization-dependent plasmon 

modes which antisymmetric nanostructures such as nanorods are well known for [48,229] 

and may be switched by manipulation of polarization states. Similarly, localization by 

random nanoislands becomes strongly polarization-dependent regardless of the 

randomness in the shape and the distribution. 

FID, i.e., the displacement between Cisland and Cfield, is presented in Figure 3.4.3(d). 

Unlike the size of a localized field shown in Figure 3.4.3(c), FID shows almost linear 

relationship with the angle of the incidence, i.e., the displacement grows with a smaller 

angle of incidence with a slope at -1.86 nm/deg (linear-fitted with R2 = 0.93, n = 14). This 

suggests very important possibility that the localized field can be spatially scanned in a 

continuous and seamless manner by multiple-channel switching based on nanoislands. 
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Figure 3.4.3 Near-field distribution produced under the 14 channel illumination conditions 

(left), distributions of size of localized near-fields (Df, center) and field-island displacement 

(FID), displacement between the island center and localized near-field (right): (a) Chix and 

(b) Chiy (-3  i  3). The histograms are fitted to a Gaussian distribution. The center and 

the width appear on the upper right corner of each histogram. The variations: (c) size (Df) 

and (d) FID with respect to the incident angle.  
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3.4.2.3 Spatial light switching of localized fields on nanoislands: rotation 

With a continuous control of displacement confirmed by angle switching, we 

investigate in Figure 3.4.4 spatial light switching on nanoislands for changing the 

orientations of a localized field. Figure 3.4.4(a-d) shows the near-field distributions as the 

incident light is rotated at an identical angle of incidence (θin = 70º), i.e., by switching the 

channel modes between Ch(-3)x, Ch3x, Ch(-3)y, and Ch3y, or, if we simplify the notation by 

introducing a symbol for multi-channel spatial switching, ∑ 𝐶ℎ± , , , where Σ is 

used as the symbol to represent spatial light switching among the channel modes that follow. 

The near field distribution in Figure 3.4.4(a-d) was presented for four different nanoislands 

corresponding to the rows of (~) in a unit area of 300  300 nm2, the center of which is 

matched to the center of mass of an individual island. FOA and its directional spreading 

which is indicative of the deviation were calculated for the 14 channel modes and are 

presented in Figure 3.4.4(e). Figure 3.4.4(e) shows clearly that the near-fields produced by 

Ch(-i)x and Chix channel modes tend to be directed to 0 (right) and 180 (left) in the polar 

plot, while those by Ch(-i)y and Chiy channel modes are directed to 270 (down) and 90 (up) 

(i = 1, 2, and 3), i.e., the near-fields are well aligned with the incident direction of channel 

modes. This is even more clear in Figure 3.4.4(f), where the monitoring height h was also 

varied from h = 10 to 50 nm: except for the normally incident channel modes, FOAs were 

determined to be almost aligned to the light incidence with slight misalignment. If we 

define FOA as the difference between calculated FOA and kin of each channel mode that 

is projected to the lateral plane, FOA = 13.8 (c.s.d. = 0.14), 13.5 (c.s.d. = 0.22), 1.8 (c.s.d. 

= 0.14), and 3.0 (c.s.d. = 0.086) degs (c.s.d. n = 27), respectively, for Chix, Ch(-i)x, Chiy, and 

Ch(-i)y modes (0 < i  3), where we have used the circular standard deviation (c.s.d.) to 

evaluate the directional spreading (see Appendix D for the procedure) [ 230 ]. The 

misalignment may be associated with the geometrical randomness of nanocomposite 

islands. It confirms that switching the multiple channel modes by rotation may change the 

orientation of localized fields to a proportionate degree, which allows more complete 

control over the field in addition to the displacement by switching the angle of the incidence. 
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In other words, Figures 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 confirm that near-fields produced by nanoislands 

can be controlled for both the displacement and the rotation by switching in the channel 

mode. 

 

 

Figure 3.4.4 Near-field distribution produced at four nanoislands under 4-channel spatial 

switching: (a) Ch(-3)x, (b) Ch3x, (c) Ch(-3)y, and (d) Ch3y. The lines show the direction toward 

the center of the near-field intensity distribution. Rows of (~) represents the different 

nanoislands. (e) Field orientation angle (FOA) and directional spreading measured of the 

nanoislands for the 14 channel modes. (f) FOA of a localized field produced in the 14 

channel modes.  
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3.4.2.4 Near-field coverage 

The control of the displacement and the rotation by spatial switching allows 

scanning with the localized field. In this sense, it is important to have all the surface covered 

by the incident field. Having a forbidden region which cannot be accessed by incident light 

is a limiting factor in the case of using a localized light field for imaging applications [37]. 

In order to investigate if and how much of the forbidden region exists, we have investigated 

a coverage map, which is defined as the binary image map of field intensity distribution 

that exceeds the threshold intensity Ith = 1.5I0, i.e., I > Ith (I0: incident light intensity). As a 

quantitative measure of how much of the surface can be accessed by a localized field based 

on spatial switching among the channel modes, coverage ratio (Rc) is analyzed. 

Near-field coverage maps are presented in Figure 3.4.5(a), as the number of channel 

modes Nch increases from Nch = 2 to 10, where deep blue color shows a newly added channel 

at each step and light blue is an existing channel at the previous step. The forbidden region 

where fields do not exceed threshold intensity is expressed in white. Obviously, with more 

channels used in the spatial switching, a larger surface area is covered or accessed by the 

localized field with a less conspicuous forbidden zone. Figure 3.45(b) shows the near-field 

coverage maps when spatial light switching takes place among ∑ 𝐶ℎ,± ,± , ,  (Nch 

= 10) with respect to the monitoring height h. Relatively high coverage ratio at Rc = 84.16% 

with h = 20 nm is decreased to Rc = 75.23, 60.47, 45.57, 32.84, and 19.57%, as h increases 

up to 95 nm with a 15-nm step. The decrease of the coverage ratio with h is associated with 

evanescent wave characteristics, i.e., the field amplitude decays exponentially with axial 

distance. The exponential intensity decay near plasmonic nanostructures has also been 

studied in various applications [106,231]. An isovalue surface coverage map corresponding 

to I = 1.5 for an area marked as a dashed square of Figure 3.4.5(b) is presented in Figure 

3.4.5(c) to emphasize the increased field coverage when more channel modes are employed 

in the spatial switching. Much increased near-fields, which thereby fill the space between 

nanoislands more densely, are quite clearly visible with four-channel switching, compared 

to two-channel switching based on normal light incidence. Also note that the different 
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channel schemes fill distinct surface regions, i.e., the fields associated with the four–

channel switching tend to be produced near islands, while those of two-channel switching 

exist between nanoislands. 

In Figure 3.4.5(d), the coverage ratio due to the two-channel switching (∑ 𝐶ℎ± ) 

is relatively low at Rc = 17.77 (h = 50 nm). This increases to Rc = 27.18, 44.18, and 60.47 

by switching with a larger number of channel modes. The enhancement of coverage ratio 

with the number of channel modes used for the switching is the difference that is measured 

to be 84.2  21.5 = 62.7% with 10-channel spatial switching ∑ 𝐶ℎ,± ,± , ,  over a 

single-channel Ch(-3d)x at h = 20 nm, i.e., 62.7% of total surface area except that occupied 

by nanoislands can be additionally accessed with spatial light switching. In other words, 

targets in a 62.7% larger area can be investigated by an optical field. Note that only the 

channel modes of p-polarization contribute to the coverage ratio (maximum Rc = 84.16 at 

h = 20 nm). For nanoislands, however, localized SP may also be established with s-

polarized light because of the random nature. Therefore, polarization control with 

additional s-polarized channels is expected to increase the coverage even higher than what 

we observe in Figure 3.4.5(d). Figure 3.4.5(d) also shows the coverage ratio which 

decreases with h. The data were well fitted to sigmodal logistic functions, y = a/{1 + exp[-

b (x-c)]}, which asymptotes to 0 with x, with excellent correlation R2 > 0.99 (n = 25). The 

parameter set a, b, and c for the five schemes of multi-channel spatial switching in Figure 

3.4.5(d) appears in Table 3. 
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Figure 3.4.5 (a) Near-field coverage maps with the number channels Nch = 2, 4, 8, and 10, 

respectively for the modes: ∑ 𝐶ℎ± , ∑ 𝐶ℎ± , , , ∑ 𝐶ℎ± ,± , , , and 

∑ 𝐶ℎ,± ,± , , . The deep blue color presents a newly added channel at each step and 

the light blue is an existing channel at the previous step. Height of the monitoring plane 

against the surface, h = 50 nm. (b) Near-field coverage maps for the spatial switching with 

10 channel modes: ∑ 𝐶ℎ,± ,± , ,  with respect to height h. The dashed square in 

red corresponds to an area represented in (c). (c) Isovalue surface representation of the 

coverage map produced by spatial switching: ∑ 𝐶ℎ± , ,  vs. ∑ 𝐶ℎ, . (d) 

Coverage ratio (Rc) with respect to h. The data were fitted to a sigmodal logistic function, 

y = a/{1 + exp[-b (x-c)]}. The parameter set a, b, and c appears in Table 3.  
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Table 3 Sigmoidal fitting parameters of the coverage ratio with respect to the number of 

channel modes. Sigmodal logistic function fitted was y = a/{1 + exp[-b (x-c)]}. 

 

  Value Standard error 

𝐶h  

a 24.9248 0.8300 

b 49.2123 1.5317 

c -0.0643 0.0039 

𝐶h
±

 
a 34.8339 0.9535 

b 51.6541 1.2990 

c -0.0637 0.0033 

𝐶h
± , ,

 
a 56.9818 1.3092 

b 49.4707 1.0542 

c -0.0649 0.0028 

𝐶h
± ,± , ,

 
a 86.5743 1.8949 

b 52.3321 1.2586 

c -0.0467 0.0014 

𝐶h
,± ,± , ,

 
a 99.2606 1.4889 

b 61.6647 1.0043 

c -0.0407 0.0009 
 

 

3.4.2.5 Experimental confirmation 

Spatial light switching of localized near-fields on nanoislands was experimentally 

confirmed in two ways by indirect measurement of fluorescence intensity variation and 

then directly with NSOM. First, fluorescence beads were measured in the course of near-

field switching localized by nanoislands. The distribution may provide the nature of 

switching beyond the diffraction limit if the beads are well distributed at a concentration 

low enough to warrant little aggregation due to the linear relationship between incident 

light and fluorescence intensity (the distribution shown in Figure 3.4.6) [232]. For the test, 

fluorescence beads of 40-nm diameter were dried on both glass substrate and gold 
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nanoislands. The solution with beads was diluted to fix them at a concentration of ~50 

beads/(100 μm)2. For simplicity, only 7 channel modes in the x-incidence (Chix, -3  i  3) 

was excited with fluorescence beads. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.6 Excitation of fluorescent beads on gold nanoislands. Florescence image of 

beads (shown in green) excited in Ch3x on gold nanoislands overlaid with a bright-field 

image. Gold nanoislands are observed to be darker than the area that is not covered by gold 

due to the absorption of gold at a visible wavelength regime.  
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Figure 3.4.7 (a) Fluorescence images acquired on glass substrate (top, -) and 

nanoislands (bottom, -). α- denotes different spatial positions. Size of each image: 1 × 

1 μm2. (b) Frequency of mean-squared error (MSE) on glass substrates and gold 

nanoislands. The histogram is overlaid with log-normal distribution. (c) Near-field 

distributions on gold nanoislands at Ch-2x () and Ch2x () measured by a near-field 

scanning optical microscope (NSOM). α and  represent different spatial positions. 
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Figure 3.4.7(a) and (b) shows the fluorescence images obtained by four beads on 

glass substrate and nanoislands in the course of near-field switching. Images on a glass 

substrate provide symmetric fluorescence intensity variation with respect to the channel 

modes and present the highest signal intensity at the largest incident angle (Ch(-3)x and Ch3x) 

and the weakest signal at normal incidence (Ch0x). On the contrary, fluorescence intensity 

measured on gold nanoislands was not as symmetric as and significantly different from the 

case of glass substrates. Figure 3.4.7(a)α shows relatively uniform signal intensity for all 7 

channels, while Figure 3.4.7(a)β presents much stronger signal at Ch2x and Ch3x than the 

others. In Figure 3.4.7(a)γ and δ, strongest signal was visible at Ch(-3)x and Ch3x, 

respectively. 

For quantitative analysis, fluorescence intensity was measured of 110 beads (N = 

110) in total and its mean-squared error (MSE) is plotted in a histogram as shown in Figure 

3.4.7(c). We have defined a 7-dimensional vector (𝐼 : k = 1, 2, … , N) with each component 

as normalized fluorescence intensity measured of a channel mode. With an average vector 

(𝐼 = Σ 𝐼 ⃗ 𝑁⁄ ), the MSE of the k-th bead was calculated as below: 

MSE = 𝐼 − 𝐼  (33) 

The MSE represents the degree of uniformity of spatial light switching, e.g., MSE on glass 

theoretically becomes zero, assuming no speckle effect. The histograms of MSE shown in 

Figure 3.4.7(c) were fitted to a log-normal function. It is found that the peak (μ) and the 

deviation (σ) measured of gold islands increase by as much as 76% (=(0.165-0.094)/0.094) 

and 57% (=(1.1-0.70)/0.70), respectively, compared to that of a glass substrate. A broader 

distribution of MSE implicates indirectly that localized near-fields produced on gold 

nanoislands are switched more strongly than on bare glass substrates. 

Direct observation of spatial light switching was performed using a NSOM. 

Randomly distributed localized near-fields were obtained on the surface of gold 

nanoislands. Figure 3.4.7(d) shows NSOM images measured at Ch-2x and Ch2x, where the 

direction of light incidence from the top view is shown as opposite (marked in white 

arrows). α and  represent different spatial positions. Clearly, localized near-field switching 
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is observed in action between the two channel modes and is largely in excellent agreement 

with numerical results shown in Figure 3.4.4. In other words, the localized fields marked 

with blue arrows show its position switched between the left and right side of nanoislands 

depending on the incident channel modes (Ch-2x or Ch2x), respectively.  

 

 

3.4.3 Summary 

 

We have explored use of random composite nanoislands for spatial light switching. 

Random nanoislands are extremely simple to fabricate using various methods such as 

temperature annealing. Switching light incidence in various channel modes modulates 

near-field distribution produced by nanoislands. It was found that localized fields are 

displaced almost linearly with the incident angle of a channel mode at a rate of -1.86 nm/deg 

with R2 = 0.93 and rotate largely in alignment with light incidence. With 10-channel 

switching, almost 90% of the surface can be accessed by the localized fields. The numerical 

results were experimentally validated using fluorescent imaging and NSOM. This work 

opens novel applications of nanoislands for switching-based microscopy and molecular 

detection. 
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4. Conclusion and outlook 
 

4.1 Conclusion 

 

In this dissertation, we have investigated nanoscale imaging techniques using PSP 

and LSP. Plasmonic field localization has a possibility of super-resolution imaging along 

both latterly and axially with far-field optics. Simple excitation or sampling with confined 

optical field does not guarantee super-resolution imaging because a raw image at an image 

detector is acquired by far-field optics. Unlike tip-based near-field imaging techniques, far-

field imaging techniques may not need time and cost consuming scanning, but the 

maximum spatial frequency that we can observe with conventional optics is decided by 

MTF of an objective lens. Therefore, a priori information that we can obtain using 

simulations or control experiments, such as the spatial distribution of electromagnetic field 

or far-field characteristics with respect to ambient environment, plays an important role in 

improving image quality based on PSP and LSP. 

SPM, which we discussed in Chapter 2 as an example of PSP applications, can 

provides images with relatively simpler post-processing then LSP based imaging. The data 

analysis related to SPM is well-established, because SPM can be considered as a modified 

technique from SPR sensor which has been profoundly studied to such an extent as to 

develop several commercial products. Adopting SPR sensor analysis method, we have 

explored the quantification of cell-to-substrate axial separation distance. Based on the 

depth extraction model, we have established a relation between SP resonance and the 

separation distance, from which we have determined the distance to be on the order of 40–

60 nm for HAECs in good agreement with previous experimental data.  

Unfortunately, it is known that SP propagates ranging from a few to tens of 

micrometers, which results blurry edge at the same side of imaging object. However, SLS-

SPM can significantly enhance images of conventional SPM by spatial switching of light 
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incidence, which we have confirmed in two-channel SLS-SPM. SLS-SPM achieves 

improved image resolution by minimum filtering of conventional SPM, which suffers from 

poor image quality due to SP propagation. For quantitative assessment, SLS-SPM was 

evaluated with reference nanowires and shown to approach ideal diffraction-limited bright-

field microscopy. 

Meanwhile, LSP based imaging techniques requires more complicated post-

processing because LSP induces laterally localized field which may produce ill-posed 

problem or division-by-zero noise amplification. However, in the case of image sampling 

by periodically localized fields, as we discussed in Chapter 3.2, it can be well-derived by 

applying the modified sampling theorem and an additional scaling factor. The results 

suggest that images at super-resolution beyond the diffraction limit can be obtained by 

spatial switching of localized sampling fields for S-SLM. For the range of periods and 

widths of sampling pulses that we considered here, it was found that the period is the main 

factor that determines resolution and should be shorter than 150 nm to attain super-

resolution. Use of near-fields localized by periodic nanoapertures instead of ideal unit 

pulses for sampling suffers from penalty in the achievable resolution by less than 1-dB in 

terms of PSNR. Highest resolution that may be achievable under full-field microscopy is 

estimated as 70 nm with unit pulses which may be further enhanced by optimizing sampling 

parameters.  

On the contrary to the clearer description of periodic sampling, randomly 

distributed near-field also can be used as super-resoltuion microscopy although 

fluorescence images are generated based on probabilistic estimation. The concept was 

experimentally validated for visualizing intracellular actin filaments. The image resolution 

is mainly determined by the size of localized fields in the range of 100-150 nm. The biggest 

advantage of SUPRA microscopy lies in the ease of synthesis and wide availability of 

random nanopatterns to achieve super-resolution. Also, the patterns can be synthesized to 

vary the degree of randomness and thus the imaging characteristics.  

Despite the ease of fabrication, the fields produced by random nanostuctures may 
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inherently create a ‘forbidden region’ where localized fields are not induced. Therefore, we 

have explored use of random composite nanoislands for spatial light switching. In order to 

overcome the limitation of using random nanoislands in imaging applications Switching 

light incidence in various channel modes modulates near-field distribution produced by 

nanoislands. It was found that localized fields are displaced almost linearly with the 

incident angle of a channel mode at a rate of -1.86 nm/deg with R2 = 0.93 and rotate largely 

in alignment with light incidence. With 10-channel switching, almost 90% of the surface 

can be accessed by the localized fields. The numerical results were experimentally 

validated using fluorescent imaging and NSOM. This work opens novel applications of 

nanoislands for switching-based microscopy and molecular detection. 
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4.2 Localization errors  

 

In this dissertation, we provide plasmonic localization as a concept of exciting 

fluorescent targets with small localized field, which is a separated process from emission. 

However, emission from fluorescent molecules can be also be coupled to nanoplasmonic 

structures, and the radiative decay rate is modulated to amplify MEF effect. Furthermore, 

the coupling sometimes can be strong enough to deviate the detected positions of 

fluorescent molecules from its original positions. [12,233]. This high degree of coupling 

may be possible under the specific condition that the LSPR peak of nanostructure is 

overlapped with the excitation and emission spectrums [67]. Impressively, the coupling 

also affects the far-field angular emission property, which implicates (far-field) images at 

an image detector can be distorted. As we have addressed in this dissertation, the 

mislocalization may be overcome by introducing the similar reconstruction methods, in 

which the plasmon-fluorescence coupling is studied using electromagnetic simulation. 

More seriously, although it has not been studied enough, images acquired at the 

defocused planes may show distorted diffraction patterns. The fluorescent molecules can 

be detected as if they are located and oriented in other configurations. With single emitter 

defocused imaging, the nanostructure-dipole interaction shows a distance/position-

dependent behavior, which is expected to show rotated emission patterns from the original 

pattern. The original orientation and position of dipole can be reconstructed from 

simulation data, which can finally provide a solution for overcoming distortions toward 

super-resolved imaging.  
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4.3 Absorption by metal film 

 

 In this dissertation, we have used a TIRF microscope or an ATR based SPR 

imaging, both of which means an instrument employing an angle-tuning laser incidence 

system and image detecting system from bottom side of a metal coated substrate. As an 

extended method of SPR sensor, SPM acquires the reflected field from metal surface, so 

there may not be many options to change experimental setup. However, when it comes to 

fluorescence imaging, metal nanostructures sometimes can be a double-edged sword. The 

strong excitation field induced by plasmonic localization and the high emission efficiency 

from MEF effect can be less efficient with the absorption by metal film coated at substrate 

[234 ,235]. The metal film is usually coated for adhesion stability in electron beam 

lithography and lift-off process.  

Luckily, the absorption of metal may be avoided by change the detection part of 

optical setup. The major signal loss arises when fluorescence light passes thought metal 

film, so an objective lens can be located above metal film not to suffering from low signal-

to-noise. However, the interference between incident and reflect fields can produces 

standing wave-like fields patterns, which may need complicates reconstruction processes 

or additional information from an objective lens from bottom side. Therefore, experimental 

setup should be selected with the consideration about whether signal-to-noise and distortion 

can be controlled for improvement. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling 

 

Suppose that we have an object f(x,y) that is band-limited with its Fourier transform g(fx,fy) 

according to the linear system theory as follows: 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑥𝑝 2𝜋𝑖 𝑓 𝑥 + 𝑓 𝑦 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 (A1) 

g(fx,fy) ≠ 0 for –Bx < fx < Bx and –By < fy < By and g(fx,fy) = 0 elsewhere. fx and fy denote 

spatial frequency in the Fourier plane. If we sample the object with a delta comb, sampled 

object fs(x,y) is given by 

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝛿 𝑥 − 𝑚𝛬 , 𝑦 − 𝑛𝛬

,

 (A2) 

where Λx and Λy are the sampling period in the x and y axis of the object plane. Using 

convolution property, the Fourier transform of the sampled object is represented as 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = ℱ{𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)} ∗ ℱ 𝛿 𝑥 − 𝑚𝛬𝑥, 𝑦 − 𝑛𝛬𝑦

𝑚,𝑛

 

=
1

𝛬 𝛬
𝑔 𝑓 −

𝑚

𝛬
 , 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
 

,

 

(A3) 

which is a sequence of g(fx,fy) in the Fourier plane. The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem 

states that if Λx ≤ 1/2Bx and Λy ≤ 1/2By, the sampled image 𝑔 𝑓 ,𝑓  can be made 

identical to the Fourier transform of original object f(x,y), i.e., gs(fx,fy) = g(fx,fy), if a low-

pass spatial filter with a transfer function 

H 𝑓 , 𝑓 = Λ Λ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑓

Λ
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(

𝑓

Λ
) (A4) 

is employed for image reconstruction. Here, rect(x) is a unit pulse which is equal to 0 if |x| 

> 1/2, 1/2 when |x| = 1/2, and 1 if |x| < 1/2.  
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Appendix B. Sampling by a unit pulse comb 

 

A unit pulse comb is expressed as 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬

𝑤
,
𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬

𝑤
,

= 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝜉

𝑤
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡

𝜂

𝑤
∗ 𝛿 𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬 , 𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬 ,

,

 (B1) 

where Fourier transform of the rectangular function is calculated as 

ℱ{𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑎𝜉)} =
| |

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐( ). (B2) 

Therefore, the Fourier transform of Eq. (B1) is expressed as 

ℱ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬

𝑤
,
𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬

𝑤
,

 = 

𝑤 𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑤 𝑓 )𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤 𝑓 ∑ 𝛿 𝑓
𝑥

−
𝑚

𝛬 𝜉
, 𝑓

𝑦
−

𝑛

𝛬𝜂
, . 

(B3) 

Therefore, 𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 , which is the Fourier transform of 𝑓 (𝜉, 𝜂), is represented as, 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 ∗ 𝑤 𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝑤 𝑓 )𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤 𝑓 ∑ 𝛿 𝑓 −  , 𝑓 −  , . 
(B4) 

With a coefficient C(m,n), Eq. (B4) can be represented as, 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 ∗ 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛)𝛿 𝑓 −
𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

 

= 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛)𝑔 𝑓 −
𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

 

with 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑤 𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑤 . 

(B5) 

By applying a low-pass filter which is expressed in Eq. (A4), 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑤 𝑤
1

𝛬 𝛬
𝑔

𝑥

𝜆𝑧
 ,

𝑦

𝜆𝑧
  (B6) 
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Appendix C. Sampling by arbitrary function pulse comb 

 

Let us assume that we sample an object function 𝑓(𝜉, 𝜂) with an arbitrary sampling comb 

∑ s 𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬 , 𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬, . Because s(ξ, η) can be expressed as 

∑ 𝑠 𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬 , 𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬, = 𝑠(𝜉, 𝜂) ∗ ∑ 𝛿 𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬 , 𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬, . (C1) 

Fourier transform of Eq. (C1) is given by 

ℱ ∑ 𝑠 𝜉 − 𝑚𝛬 , 𝜂 − 𝑛𝛬, = 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) × ∑ 𝛿 𝑓 − , 𝑓 −, , (C2) 

where ℱ{𝑠(𝜉, 𝜂)} = 𝑆(𝑓 , 𝑓 ). As a result, 𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦) is represented as, 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 ∗ 𝑆(𝑓 , 𝑓 ) × ∑ 𝛿 𝑓 − , 𝑓 −, . (C3) 

With C(m,n), Eq. (C4) can be represented as 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 ∗ 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛)𝛿 𝑓 −
𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

 

= 𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛)𝑔 𝑓 −
𝑚

𝛬
, 𝑓 −

𝑛

𝛬
,

 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒     𝐶(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑤 𝑤 𝑆 , . 

(C4) 

By applying a low-pass filter of Eq. (A4), 

𝑔 𝑓 , 𝑓 = 𝑤 𝑤
1

𝛬 𝛬
𝑔

𝑥

𝜆𝑧
,

𝑦

𝜆𝑧
 (C5) 
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Appendix D. Procedure to calculate the circular standard deviation. 

 

The circular nature of field orientation angle (FOA) prevents the use of 

conventional linear statistical analysis. For example, the arithmetic average of three angles, 

0°, 10° and 350° is 120°. However, it should be calculated differently, because the correct 

answer should be zero. Likewise, the statistical analysis related to angle should be 

implemented in terms of vector. Therefore, the mean of a set of angles (θi, i = 1,2,3…N ) 

may be defined as follows [230]: 

�̅� =
1

𝑁
𝛴 𝑟 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 , 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃  𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ    𝑟 = (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃  , 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 ). (D1) 

Here, 𝑟  is a unit vector with angle θi and �̅� is the mean vector. The average angle θavg 

can be obtained from the mean vector using the trigonometric relations. The definition of 

standard deviation in the circular distribution should also be changed from conventional 

linear statistics. The variance, V, and standard deviation, s, is defined in terms of the length 

of mean vector as follows (in the main text, we have used c.s.d. for s to avoid confusion 

against s-polarization): 

𝑉 = 1 − ‖�̅�‖. (D2) 

𝑠 = 2(1 − 𝑉). (D3) 

From Eq. (D2) and (D3), the variance and the standard deviation are limited to the interval 

[0 1] and [0 √2], contrary to those in the linear scale, and show the degree of directional 

spreading. Only when all angles are identical, V and s become zero. 

According to these statistics, the average values and the circular standard 

deviation of FOA produced by the 14 channel modes have been calculated and are 

presented in the following table. 
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Table 4 Average values and circular standard deviations of field orientation angle (FOA) 

produced by the 14 channel modes. 

 

 Ch(-3)x Ch(-2)x Ch(-1)x Ch0x Ch1x Ch2x Ch3x 
h 

(nm) 
θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

10 17.99 1.01 34.10 1.15 15.47 1.00 62.98 1.12 149.69 1.02 146.07 1.27 160.34 1.07 

15 13.42 0.94 30.03 1.06 18.60 1.01 64.69 1.09 147.02 1.03 154.73 1.16 167.34 0.99 

20 8.65 0.93 25.24 0.98 19.68 1.00 65.27 1.08 144.90 1.05 160.61 1.05 172.17 0.95 

25 7.77 0.94 22.48 0.94 14.92 1.01 65.48 1.08 147.06 1.05 167.20 0.97 175.51 0.94 

30 6.65 0.96 20.17 0.92 12.07 1.00 63.59 1.09 149.94 1.04 171.35 0.90 177.58 0.94 

35 5.24 1.00 17.55 0.92 10.39 1.00 63.40 1.10 162.16 1.04 173.45 0.87 179.56 0.95 

40 2.70 1.04 15.36 0.92 10.20 1.00 62.90 1.11 165.38 1.03 174.40 0.85 182.41 0.97 

45 1.33 1.06 13.03 0.93 10.08 0.99 61.17 1.13 168.06 1.02 175.30 0.86 184.86 1.00 

50 358.57 1.09 11.04 0.93 9.24 0.98 59.71 1.14 170.47 0.98 176.75 0.90 190.08 1.03 

 Ch(-3)y Ch(-2)y Ch(-1)y Ch0x Ch1y Ch2y Ch3y 
h 

(nm) 
θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg) 
s 

θavg 

(deg)) 
s 

10 276.32 1.13 293.42 1.18 274.78 0.97 60.82 1.23 86.02 0.87 77.56 1.04 86.84 0.80 

15 267.57 1.05 286.53 1.12 273.69 1.01 62.24 1.17 86.13 0.87 79.30 0.96 87.84 0.78 

20 265.22 1.02 280.85 1.00 273.77 1.02 70.11 1.12 85.82 0.87 79.38 0.90 90.41 0.80 

25 263.62 1.00 276.20 0.93 273.86 1.01 72.39 1.09 85.35 0.86 81.48 0.83 91.88 0.82 

30 263.33 1.01 273.91 0.88 274.62 1.00 72.63 1.09 84.82 0.84 83.74 0.80 92.45 0.85 

35 263.25 1.03 273.34 0.85 274.62 0.98 72.65 1.10 83.58 0.86 84.98 0.81 93.33 0.92 

40 262.15 1.10 273.81 0.86 271.85 0.98 73.28 1.11 83.74 0.85 86.64 0.82 92.90 0.97 

45 258.07 1.12 274.24 0.90 270.52 0.98 71.97 1.14 85.91 0.86 88.20 0.86 95.98 1.05 

50 254.86 1.14 273.90 0.93 270.24 0.99 74.98 1.18 86.53 0.87 89.21 0.93 99.13 1.13 
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국문요약 

 

최근 플라즈모닉 나노구조를 활용한 연구가 활발히 진행되어 왔고, 다차원적 

국소화 효과와함께 전자기장의 증폭은 현미경 이미징 연구가 당면하고 있는 문제를 

해결할 가능성이 있다. 우수한 광학 특성을 활용하여, 플라즈모닉스는 팁 기반의 

근접장 광학 연구에 있어서 상당한 진보를 이루었다. 하지만 원거리장 이미징과 

플라즈모닉스를 연구는 그에 비해 부족하다. 최소 횡방향과 종방향 해상도를 각각 

200 nm 와 500nm로 제한하는 회절한계와 간단한 나노구조를 활용하여 손쉽게 100 

nm 이하의 국소화 필드를 만들고 있는 플라즈모닉 국소화는 크기 측면에 있어서 

차이가 있다. 플라즈모닉 국소화에 의한 작은 필드를 최종 초고해상도 이미지로 

전환하는 것은 후처리 과정이 필요하며, 이는 원거리장 이미지 획득과정에서 

발생하는 회절 효과를 줄이기 위한 것이다. 그러므로, 국소화 근접장은 더 좋은 

해상도의 이미지를 획득하기 위해서는 필수적이다.  

이 논문에서 우리는 진행 표면 플라즈몬 (Propagating surface plasmon, PSP) 

과 국소화 표면 플라즈몬 (Localized surface plasmon, LSP)를 이용하여 진보된 

이미징 기술을 그 응용과 설명하려고 한다. 제2장에서는 살아있는 세포의 삼차원 

세포 부착점 이미징과 공간 광 스위칭을 표면 플라즈몬 현미경 (Surface plasmon 

microscopy, SPM)의 예로 논의하려고 한다. SPM은 금속 표면의 이질적 굴절률 

분포가 일으키는 국소적인 PSP의 모멘텀 어긋남을 이미지화한다. SPM의 장점으로는 

정량적인 분석이 가능하다는 것으로, 이는 SPM이 잘 알려진 표면 플라즈몬 공명 

(Surface plasmon resonance, SPR) 센서의 확장된 기술이기 때문이다. 하지만, PSP를 

이용한 이미징의 경우 경계가 흐릿하게 보여 해상도가 좋지 못한데, 이는 표면 

플라즈몬의 진행현상 때문이다. 공간 광 스위칭 기술은 매우 간단한 방법으로 SPM의 

해상도를 증가시키는 방법을 보여준다.  

  제3장에서는 원거리장 초고해상도 이미징과 나노구조체에 의한 플라즈모닉 

국소화를 연결할 수 있는 LSP 기반의 이미징 방법을 설명한다. 원거리장에서의 

초고해상도 이미징과 나노플라즈모닉스, 두 분야를 연결하는 연구의 실현가능성은 
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우선 이론적 접근을 이용하여 논의된다. 여러 변수들 중에서 플라스모닉 구조의 

주기가 가장 해상도를 결정하는 데에 결정적인 역할을 한다는 것이 밝혀졌으며, 

고려된 샘플링 조건내에서 회득가능한 가장 좋은 해상도는 약 70 nm로 구해졌다.  

추가적으로 표면 플라즈몬의 랜덤 국소화를 이용한 초고해상도의 가능성을 

살아있는 세포를 이용하여 연구하였다. 대식세포의 액틴 필라멘트가 형광 이미징 

타겟으로 이용되었으며, 은 나노섬 구조상에서 100-150 nm의 국소화 필드가 

형성되는 것이 확인 되었다. 나노섬 구조의 경우 매우 간단한 과정을 거쳐서 만들 수 

있는 장점이 있지만 국소화 필드가 생성되지 않는 영역이 존재하지 않는 다는 한계를 

지니고 있는 점이 발견되었다. 이를 해결하고자 제2장 사용하였던 방법과 유사한 

공간 광 스위칭 방법을 이용하여 다채널 광 입사 시스템을 갖추게 하였다. 10 방향 

광 스위칭을 이용하였을 때 근접장 영역이 전체 영역을 90%를 포함하는 것을 

발견하였다. 이 결과는 랜덤한 구조의 나노구조 또한 고효율 초고해상도 이미징에 

이용될 가능성이 높다는 것을 보여준다. 

 

 

핵심어: 플라즈모닉스, 표면 플라즈몬, 표면 플라즈몬 현미경, 비표지 이미징, 

초고해상도 현미경, 형광 현미경, 국소화 표면 플라즈몬, 나노구조, 나노섬, 

플라즈모닉 국소화, 공간 광 스위칭 
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